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INTRODUCTION
Community Green Initiative (CGI) commissioned HERE
+ NOW to prepare a Feasibility Study and Masterplan
for Herbertshire Castle Park, known locally as the Gala
Park.
Herbertshire Castle Park is one of seven core parks
owned by Falkirk Council and is an important park which
serves the communities of Denny & Dunipace. CGI has a
long-standing involvement in the care, maintenance and
enhancement of this park, and has undertaken previous
consultations with the community to inform how change
should take place and be prioritised. The group has a
strong partnership working relationship with Falkirk
Council, who have provided resources and advice to the
community led initiative.
It is intended that existing partnership working with local
groups and authorities including the Communities Along
the Carron Association, Denny & Dunipace Heritage
Society, Falkirk Community Trust and Falkirk Council is
continued, in combination with input and feedback from
the local residents and community of Denny & Dunipace
as a key approach to the preparation of this masterplan.
Set out within this document is a record of the process
by which the masterplan design was developed and
the findings of consultations undertaken as part of this
process. This is presented in parallel with the design
development and recommendations, aiming to present a
democratically envisaged plan for the park’s future.
This background information is provided to ensure the
resulting designs are practical and sustainable as the
planning context shifts until the designs are realised
over a phased delivery, and to support the preparation of
subsequent funding applications to take the suggested
enhancements and projects forward.
image credit: Tracy McNeil, CGI
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PROJECT PROCESS
A PROGRAMME OF ENGAGEMENT AND DESIGN
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project process is structured into a number of stages
as outlined below; this report follows the same structure
to report the full design and engagement process:
1. SITE ANALYSIS
Researching and recording the existing site parameters.
2. PREVIOUS CONSULTATION
Coding information provided by CGI from previous
consultation in order to identify recurring themes and
issues which informed the agenda for workshops and
public engagement within the scope of this masterplan.
3. ENGAGEMENT 1: CONVERSATIONS WITH PARK USERS
A springboard into the aspirations, concerns and
possibilities for the park, as seen by the day-to-day
users. The aim was to engage with regular users of the
park in an ‘un-engineered’ way, i.e. with no invitation or
publicity so we could explore the park’s opportunities
and constraints with the direct users. Semi-Structured
Interviews were used to allow conversations to involve
key issues, while evolving in an organic way allowing a
flowing conversation. A copy of the questionnaire used
is found in Appendix A. The discussions were recorded
by the facilitators and analysed using cluster mapping
techniques to identify key themes to bring forward into
the design process.
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4. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Draft masterplan proposals were developed using the
previous consultation and these early discussions, and
in consultation with CGI and Falkirk Council. The design
team undertook site walkabouts with both groups to
observe the existing site conditions and use. This stage
revealed key themes and issues which the masterplan
would need to address. These themes / elements
became the areas of focus for the plan presented at main
Community Engagement Event (stage 5 below).

5. ENGAGEMENT 2: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EVENT
The draft masterplan was presented and discussed with
key park stakeholders and the wider public using an
illustrative plan and supported by eyelevel visualisations of
key components of the emerging park design. A feedback
event was held at the library, and the same information
made available to respond to through an online survey.
During the co-design development stage (4) it became
apparent there were a number of elements within the
existing functionality of the park which required a broader
discussion with wider representation from the community
to resolve. These were the issues and elements which
the community engagement event focused on. The aim
was to draw out end user opinion and input to the design
development. The feedback from this session was used
to understand community ‘buy-in’ for the proposals and to
inform adjustments to the design.
6. ENGAGEMENT 3: STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP
Findings from the library event and online survey
were coded to analyse them in detail. From this, a
recommendation for each of the 8 issues was presented
back to a core stakeholder group including representatives
from CGI, Falkirk Council, Dunipace Juniors Football
Club, Denny & Dunipace Heritage Society, and Denny &
District Community Council. The group discussed each
recommendation and recorded a final response.
7. MASTERPLAN DESIGN
A preferred masterplan design was developed taking
into consideration views from across these 3 community
feedback and end user engagement stages.

IMPACT AND OUTCOMES
•

Preparation of an illustrative landscape design
masterplan;

•

Indicative-cost proposals;

•

Integrated access and path network assessment
(see separate report Herbertshire Castle Park Path
Audit);

•

Reporting on relevant available funding streams
that may be applied to for funding to aid in delivery
of the park masterplan outcome objectives;

•

Engagement reporting summarising key findings
and recording public feedback;

•

Strategic suggestions for continued community
involvement and end user dialogue.
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SITE ANALYSIS
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INTRODUCTION

EXISTING COMMUNITY AND HISTORIC FEATURES

Herbertshire Castle Park lies in the north west of Denny
& Dunipace, a large neighbourhood park which is
located within a residential area. It is a 8.71 hectare park
serving the communities of Denny, Dunipace, Fankerton,
Stoneywood and Head of Muir. It is in the ownership of
Falkirk Council, listed as Housing Account land.

PLAYING FIELDS*2
DUNIPACE PRIMARY SCHOOL
DUNIPACE SCOUT HALL

There is a good existing network of footpaths throughout
the site, providing links around the local community as
well as longer distance routes along the River Carron
going west towards Carron Glen SSSI. The river corridor
is a valuable natural asset and lends the park a strong
sense of identity and character.

DUNIPACE PARISH CHURCH + HALL

LOCATION OF FORMER
HERBERTSHIRE CASTLE STABLE *

Denny town centre is located to the south and over
Denny Bridge, with a number of school and community
resources being located within the town centre.

PLAYING FIELDS*2
PLAYING FIELDS*2
LOCATION OF FORMER
HERBERTSHIRE CASTLE*

DENNY BRIDGE

KEY USER GROUPS

ST PATRICK’S RC PRIMARY
SCHOOL

CIST *

Herbertshire Castle Park is used throughout the year by
various football clubs, organised by Dunipace Juniors
Football Club with pitches bookable through Falkirk
Community Trust.

YMCA
DENNY COMMUNITY EDUCATION CENTRE

The park is also host to the very successful and well
attended Gala which returned to the park in 2014 and is
now an annual event.

DENNY PRIMARY SCHOOL

DENNY SCOUT HALL
BROOMPARK CENTRE
DENNY LIBRARY

Dunipace primary school is located in close proximity to
the north of the park, with regular use of the equipped
play park area after school, notably during term time.
This greenspace is identified as a potential outdoor
learning site in Falkirk Council’s local development plan
2: main issues report.

* Source: National Monument Record of Scotland

*2 Source: Local Development Plan: Falkirk Council

Playing fields
Historic feature
Community facility
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GREENSPACE NETWORK - EXISTING HABITAT CLASSIFICATION

BROADLEAVED WOODLAND*
TREE PRESERVATION ORDER*3

TREE PRESERVATION ORDER*3

NEUTRAL GRASSLAND*
HERBERTSHIRE CASTLE PARK

GREEN NETWORK
OPPORTUNITY*2

TREE PRESERVATION ORDER*3
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* Source: Integrated Habitat Network

*2 Source: Open Space Strategy: Falkirk Council
*3 Source: Local Development Plan: Falkirk Council

Existing woodland structure
Existing protected trees
Existing grassland habitat

BROADLEAVED WOODLAND*

ECOLOGY AND HABITAT POTENTIAL

EXISTING TREE FRAMEWORK / STRUCTURE

rridor

bitat co

Core ha

Potential LBAP (Local Biodiversity Action Plan)
species:
• Bats
• Kingfishers
• Water voles
• Tawny owls
• River Lamprey
• Otters.

Mature mixed woodland defines the western and southern edges
of the site, with shelter belt tree planting associated with the M80
motorway corridor and providing considerable buffering to the
noise of this major road. There is a well established band of mixed
woodland on the steepest slopes of the park, effectively dividing the
park into lower and upper sections.
Specimen trees
Mature mixed woodland; naturalised
River Carron
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FRONTAGES / BOUNDARIES

TOPOGRAPHY, ASPECT AND VIEWS

STE

EP

VIEW
S

The site generally falls from the high point at the existing viewpoint
area to the southern boundary associated with the River Carron.
The site also falls to the north east towards Stirling Street.
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S

The site’s sloping ground and
elevated
northern
portion
provides excellent long distance
views across the wider landscape.

RESTRICTED INTERNAL VIEWS: TREES
ASSOCIATED WITH RIVER CARRON
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To the east, Herbertshire Castle Park is defined by the local artery of
Stirling Street, and to the west truncated by the M80. The area to the
north is a residential housing estate, while the southern boundary is
formed by the River Carron.

HIGH
POINT

RESTRICTED INTERNAL VIEWS:
SHELTER BELT TREES

NG

NATURAL BARRIER RIVER CARRON

VIEWING POINT
RESTRICTED INTERNAL VIEWS:
WOODLAND AREA

LO

M80

PES

LONG DISTANCE VIEWS

LON
G

VEGETATION BARRIER REDUCED VISIBILITY

ACTIVE FRONTAGE

SEMI-ACTIVE
RESIDENTIAL FRONTAGE

SLO

OVERGROUND AND UNDERGROUND UTILITIES

CONTAMINATED LAND

PLANNED CABINET/DP

SCOTT

ISH WA

TER

JUNCTION BOXES

UNKNOWN FILLED GROUND (PIT,
QUARRY ETC) / MINING AND QUARRY
GENERAL / ANCHOR BRICKWORKS

SCOTTISH GAS
EXISTING LIGHTING

BT OPENREACH NETWORK

EXISTING
LIGHTING

SP
NE

WASTE DEPOSITS

-E
C
RI
CT

LE

SCOTTISH WATER- MAINS
ABANDONED?

K
OR
TW

SP NETWORK

Scottish Water
Electricity
Gas
Communications
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PREVIOUS CONSULTATION
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BACKGROUND
As part of the design process and in order to deliver
effective and site-specific engagement, HERE+NOW has
carried out a comprehensive review of consultation to
date. A coding analysis process was used to extract key
themes and priorities from the existing body of work, and
identify gaps and opportunities for further exploration.
This provided a solid framework for the collection of
direct data from user groups and stakeholders and
formed a base towards the evolution of a masterplan
proposal.
Full coding of the previous consultation data can be found
at Appendix B.

DATA CODING
Coding is the process of organizing and sorting data by using a number of useful relevant
categories. Data coding is used in a structured way to analyse the qualitative data and findings
from one-to-one discussions with participants. Code categories are usually based on a mix
of ‘a priori’ codes which are pre-determined based on knowledge of the research topic and
question, and ‘emergent’ codes which emerge from analysing the data.
Both before and after the engagement event, Coding was used to label, compile and organize
data, summarising and synthesising it to allow identification of particular patterns, trends, or
other significant findings in relation to the key research question. Coding allows us to interpret
data in a meaningful way and becomes the basis for developing the analysis. It helps to clearly
identify key patterns and priorities that can be used to direct decision-making.
13

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS CONSULTATION
With a core interest and leading direct action within the
park, CGI has been carrying out consultation since 2011.
Prior to this CGI had been involved in the Communities
Along The Carron Conversations in 2009/10. The group
aims to involve end users in the management and
enhancement of the park, and to encourage enthusiasm
within the local community for what this park could
become.
HERE+NOW coded data provided by CGI from the
following consultations:
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•

September - October 2011
Community Green Initiative park event and
consultations;

•

Herbertshire Castle Park Consultations 2011- 2012
Community Green Initiative Report;

•

October 2011 - March 2012
Collaboration with 16 Edinburgh University
landscape architecture students on the creation
of masterplan designs for the park. The student
schemes were presented to the community,
members of the council and local primary schools
and feedback was recorded;

•

June/July 2012
Falkirk Council Consultation.

COMMUNITY GREEN INITIATIVE PARK EVENT AND
CONSULTATIONS
(September - October 2011)
To understand the existing perception and use of the
park, CGI carried out community consultations at the
Herbertshire Games at Dunipace primary school and at
the Park Party in the park. Information was gathered over
2 days in September / October 2011 through the use of a
questionnaire and annoted base map.

24

84

Denny

Dunipace

8

Data and results from the Park Party event (Q1, Q2, Q3)
provided this study with a valuable starting point.
Demographic mapping of respondents, their frequency of
use and time of use of the park was recorded. Building on
this data, HERE+NOW used these questions as a starting
point for conversation, encouraging participants to share
REASONS for their PATTERN OF USE, and SUGGESTIONS
to increase their frequency of use and attract a wider
spectrum of users.

Once a year

29

Weekly

2

Fankerton

1

Stoneywood

2

1
1

Polmont

Never

Grengemouth

13

27

Daily

Monthly

1

Longcroft

Q2. HOW OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE PARK?

Q1. LOCATION OF CONSULTED USERS
KEY QUESTIONS TO TAKE FORWARD IN THIS MASTERPLAN
•

How often do you use the park and at what time of day?

•

What would encourage you to use the park more?

•

How far do you travel to come here?

•

If you had visitors from elsewhere, what would you
be proud to show them in the park? What would you
change?

49

Afternoon

16

Evening

10

Morning

Q3. WHAT TIME DO YOU GO TO THE PARK?

15

Analysing the 2011 consultation, clusters of perceived
positive and negative aspects of the park can be grouped
into broad themes (see diagrams representing findings
of Q4 and Q5 opposite). These provide an important
insight into people’s aspirations, and a sense of direction
to develop an effective park masterplan. It should be
noted that this data is not geo-localised, making it
challenging to understand potential sites and locations
for the features within the park layout.
HERE+NOW have taken forward both the positive and
negative themes emerging from Q4 and Q5. The findings
are used as background validation for design solutions
proposed in subsequent engagement and design stages.
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1

Safety,
History

Natural
Habitat

16

29

Swing
Park

Open
greenspace

Accessibility

5

4

2
Cycling

3

Football
Parks

3

Meeting
Places

Paths

Q4.WHAT DO YOU LIKE THE MOST
ABOUT THE PARK?

19

1

Trees on top of hill,
Lack of Identity,
Lack of Facilities,
Trees along
Riverbank

18

Nil

6

Other

2

Lack of seating,
Neglect

Dog
Fouling

13

Trees
on Hill

4

3
3

Anti-social
behaviour

Poor lighting
Slide

Q5.WHAT DO YOU LIKE THE LEAST
ABOUT THE PARK?
16

Q6.TOP 15 DESIGN CHOICES FROM THE COMMUNITY

Community Projects
Paths
Grass Sledging

Playpark
Lookouts

Sports / Football Field
Art Sculptures

Castle garden

Huts

Orchard /Allotments

Wildflower Meadow / Biodiversity

Tree Redesign

Foot / Cycle Paths

Plants / Flowers

Castle Park

Woodland Huts

Swing park

Skate park

Zip wire

Stepping Stones

River Walk

Adventure / Activity Area

Slide

BMX

The findings presented over these pages (15-17) begin
to give the park key elements, which can be prioritised
and integrated into a spatial organisation. As such, the
masterplan presented here unfolds from this previous
consultation by making use of themes already expressed
by the community while seeking to spatially locate these
needs directly on the park plan.

Football Park

Q7.TOP 15 DESIGN CHOICES FROM A PRIMARY SCHOOL

To frame the engagement dialogues which were held
as part of this masterplanning process from a dynamic
starting point, HERE+NOW aimed to visually geo-locate
the design choices from previous consultation.

High / Tree / Forest Walk

These data offer a starting point for community
conversations about the park, and are taken forward into
the semi-structured interviews (stage 3) inviting direct
response from the community to proposed changes
within the greenspace.

BMX Track / Skatepark

The themes reflect the preferred interventions that both
the community and the local primary schools would like
to see take place within Gala Park.

Winter/Hillside Garden

River boardwalk platform

Through an analysis of the CGI Consultation Report and
community feedback of the ESALA student masterplans,
it was possible to cluster map the main themes emerging
from the consultation (Q6, Q7).

Tree Walk

ESALA STUDENTS MASTERPLANS AND COMMUNITY
FEEDBACK (March 2012)
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ENGAGEMENT 1

CONVERSATIONS WITH PARK USERS

18
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ENGAGEMENT 1: CONVERSATIONS WITH PARK USERS
18th JULY 2017, 12pm - 5pm

METHODOLOGY
HERE+NOW understand the value of the existing
consultation material to date, and wanted to deliver
an engagement process which originated directly from
previous community input and critically unfolded into an
up-to-date concrete masterplan.
To start this process, HERE+NOW engaged directly with
the community, focusing their input towards a visual and
immediately tangible conceptual vision of the park.
The engagement tools employed were visually stimulating,
to attract passers-by; immediately understandable, to
deliver a more inclusive consultation; and suitable for
the setting which was outdoors in Herbertshire Castle
Park itself.
TOOLS
1.
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SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS: Passers-by were
encouraged by facilitators to share their pattern
of usage of the park. Facilitators sought to identify
REASONS for this use and SUGGESTIONS on
improvements. A questionnaire was developed to
provide a framework for these discussions, however
it was used as a semi-structured interview and as
such the aim was to keep the conversation dynamic
rather than a form-filling exercise. A copy of the
questionnaire is available in Appendix A. Through
these interviews the design team was able to collect
data which are quantitatively directly comparable to
the 2011 CGI audit, but also qualitative information
that will form design choices for the masterplan.

2.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MAP: Using an axonometric view
of the park and a Polaroid camera, one of the design
team facilitators encouraged users to take them on
walkabouts to instantly visually record areas of the
park which were significant to them. The polaroid
was annotated with design suggestions, and pinned
on the map to create a visual collage of possible
design ideas.

RESOURCES USED
3x Facilitators

•

2x A1 Foamcore graphics

•

2x fieldwork tables

•

Set of colour coded ‘design theme’ pins

•

Polaroid camera and film (1x pack of 40)

•

3x Clipboards for semi-structured interviews

•

Post-its for direct annotation of both maps

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Path/Cycle track
Riverside path/boardwalk
Treetop walk / Forest walk
Sports area (Football, Tennis)
Community Allotments/Orchard
Community space
Formal Garden - Entrance
River crossing (Bridge/Stepping Stones)
Formal/Castle Garden - Castle
Swing park
Huts
BMX
Wetland
Biodiversity
Art work
Bird hide
Lighting
Meadow
Avenue trees
Skate Park/Adventure and Climbing Area

•
•
•

Seating/picnic area
Woodland Management and Tree redesign
Replanting of Shrubs

FROM FALKIRK
COUNCIL CONSULTATION

•

LIST OF KEY THEMES for PINS
FROM COMMUNITY FEEDBACK ON STUDENT DESIGNS

3.

CO-DESIGN PIN MODEL: On a print of the existing
park area, users were encouraged to choose from
a range of design theme ‘pins’ (directly taken from
the ESALA community feedback, see p17), colour
coded by topic, and place them directly on where
they would like to see them take place on the map.
Additional neutral pins with space for comments
were provided to give the participants an opportunity
to share a new theme or interest. A map of geolocated features and landscape elements emerged
over the course of the afternoon.
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ENGAGEMENT FINDINGS AND RESULTS

1. SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS / QUESTIONNAIRES

HOW OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE PARK? (previous CGI Data)
8

Of the 45 overall participants to the event, 31 agreed to
complete the survey. The main age brackets were:
AGE

HOW OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE PARK? (Questionnaire Data)

1

Once a year

29

Weekly

NUMBER

Once a year

27

7

Daily

13

Monthly

<12
13-18
22-45
46-64
65+

10
4
7
5
4

The first section of the questionnaire focused on
demographics in order to have a better understanding of
the current user profile of the park. Taking the previous
consultation carried out by CGI as a blueprint, we
collected data on age of participants (Q.1) and frequency
of use of the park (Q. 2).
Compared to the 2011 data, the majority of the
interviewed users (60% of the total) used the park on
a daily basis, especially users under 12 and between
22-45, showing a positive trend to further increase the
usage of the park. The second most frequent type of use
was weekly (7 out of 30 participants). Individual cases
were registered of passers-by only attending occasional
events and of individuals stating the Gala Day as the only
day for visiting.

Weekly

2

1

4

Never

Daily

Monthly

DIAGRAMS COMPARING ANSWERS TO Q1
‘HOW OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE PARK?’

WHAT TIME DO YOU GO TO THE PARK? (previous CGI Data)

WHAT TIME DO YOU GO TO THE PARK? (Questionnaire Data)

49

20

Afternoon

16

Evening

Afternoon

10

Morning

9

It is noted that the park is not well used in the evenings,
with users describing the poor lighting provision as the
principal reason for not walking in the park when dark.

Evening

16

Morning

DIAGRAMS COMPARING ANSWERS TO Q2
‘WHAT TIME DO YOU GO TO THE PARK?’
22

18

Never

A key outcome from these park user conversations was
to have a more qualitative understanding of the current
use of the park as a solid starting point (Question 3 of the
survey).
Through the 2011 CGI consultation it was possible to have
a broad understanding of the most popular activities
park-goers engaged in. These were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using the playpark;
As a meeting spot;
To cycle and sledge;
To dog walk;
To play football;
To jog;
To experience wildlife.

Following this structure, data was collected on the
current (2017) use of the park with additional qualitative
reasons for this use, as represented in the pie charts
opposite
Comparing the CGI data from previous consultations is
possible to see how walking, using the park as a meeting
area and dog walking are still highly popular. Football is
still a core function. Woodland and appreciation of local
wildlife was mentioned during the 2017 audit as well,
with additional comments on the use of the river and use
of the park for picnics.
Overall the 2017 data shows a continuity in the use of the
park since 2011 with new outdoor activities being added.

(1%)
(16%)

(9%)
(18%)

(27%)
(13%)

(13%)
CGI Data from 2011 for comparison
Picnics
(3%)
Go to the River
(3%)
Experience
Woodland / Wildlife
(6%)

Enjoy the night sky
(3%)
Use the paths /
Walk
(23%)

Meet Friends
(6%)
Use Swings
/ Play park
(23%)

Dog walking
(10%)

Football
(20%)

PIE CHARTS COMPARING ANSWERS TO Q3.
‘WHAT DO YOU CURRENTLY USE THE PARK FOR?’
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The semi-structured interviews also aimed to gather qualitative practical
suggestions, to shape a masterplan based on evidence of existing needs.

Paths/ Cycle path/
Riverside path/ Boardwalk/
treetop Walk/ Forest walk/

Data collection focused on gathering constructive suggestions on existing
features and on potential future improvements for the park. This allowed the
design team to move away from a wish-list approach, towards a focus on the
practical functionality of the park.
To understand what is currently appreciated about the park, we asked ‘What
part of the park would you be proud to show to a visitor? What do you like
the most?’ (Question 5) to pin down positive elements of Herbertshire Castle
Park. These would be taken into account and enhanced in the masterplan.
The diagrams opposite show the main results clustered by theme and
compared with the 2011 result.
It is possible to appreciate a sense of pride within the community for all the
different types of the natural assets of the park and for its sense of local
community.
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1

Safety,
History

Natural
Habitat

29

Open
greenspace

3

3

Paths

5

Connect the tarmac areas
of Footpath.

•

We would also like to see
better connections.

•

•

(...) have more cycling
facilities.

•

•

Walking/viewing platform
over the river.

•

Safer paths as they get
slippery in summer.

•

•

Would put more things
in the woods for children
to play.

•

•

More things to do along
the river.

•

Outdoor wooden child’s
play area in trees.

•

•

Improve access to the
river, but keep it hidden.

•

•

Add more aesthetic
features such as
prominent entrance
features to draw more
people in.

•

•

History

Meeting
Places

11

7

Natural
Habitat/
Biodiversity

River

1

Safety

1

6

1

Accessibility

1

Paths

1

2

•
•
•

I would like to use the
football pitch more but
I am intimidated by the
adults using it.
Intimidated by high
school children
vandalising everything.
We find that it’s difficult
getting the kids into the
park to enjoy it. There
isn’t really a space for
teenagers to hang out.
Would like the containers
not to be such an eyesore.
Would like more playing
equipment on the same
side of the football pitch
so there is no need to go
to the opposite side with
small children.
The BMX track should be
usable.
Regular sweeping and
have recycling facilities by
Chilli Hut.
Sitting on the edge of the
lower football pitch.
I would like to visit more
often and have some
gatherings over a coffee.
The football spectators
often comment on the
need for such a facility
(a cafe).
The bottom field floods
all the time because it
was cut down to create a
level area for a pitch - it
didn’t use to flood but it
does now.
Skatepark near the
football pitch.
Better football changing
facilities, perhaps with a
‘living’ roof?
Removal of the football
fence+ changing rooms,
perhaps move to the top
park out of eyesight.

Community allotments /
orchard/ formal garden
entrance/ Castle garden
•

Strawberries and
a glasshouse to grow
plants.

•

Community allotments
behind the shops (old
Post office).

Info panels

Local Community

3

Meeting
place

2017 data

Swing park

Open
greenspace

DIAGRAMS COMPARING ANSWERS TO Q5.
‘ WHAT PART OF THE PARK WOULD YOU BE
PROUD TO SHOW TO A VISITOR? WHAT DO
YOU LIKE THE MOST?’

•

•

1

Football
Parks

CGI Data from 2011 for comparison

24

•

Swing
Park

4

2

Accessibility

Cycling

16

Sports Areas

3

Slope

TABLE SUMMARISING CODED INFORMATION IN RESPONSE TO Q’S 4 & 5
‘WHAT WOULD YOU NEED TO USE THE PARK MORE?’
‘IF YOU COULD MAKE ONE CHANGE TO THE PARK, WHAT WOULD IT BE?’

Community Space / Huts
/ Bird hide / Seating /
Picnic Area
•

We find that it’s difficult
getting the kids into the
park to enjoy it. there
isn’t really a space for
teenagers to hang out.

•

I would like to visit more
often and have some
gatherings over a coffee.
The football spectators
often comment on the
need for such a facility
(a cafe).

•

Seating.

•

Performance space for
music and acting.

•

Wooden outdoor stage.

•

Increase community
involvement + local
ownership.

Swing park / Playpark

Wetland / Biodiversity /
Meadow

•

•

•

Intimidated by high
school children
vandalising everything.
We need more play
equipment because a lot
of things are broken.

•

More playing facilities.

•

We find that it’s difficult
getting the kids into the
park to enjoy it. There
isn’t really a space for
teenagers to hang out.

•

Would like more playing
equipment on the same
side of the football pitch
so there is no need to go
to the opposite side with
small children.

•

•

Keep it simple. It doesn’t
need bells and whistles,
it needs to be simpler
to appreciate its natural
beauty.
(Clean the slope to be
able to) sit on the hill, egg
roll and sledge. Use it as
a natural amphitheatre.
(...) I don’t mind the
wildflowers but it could
be stepped or sloped
down. It is the main park
in the area so we need to
make the most out of it.
Cut the wildflowers
meadow.

Artwork /
Installations
•

A map would be good.

Lighting
•

More lighting.

•

More lights.

•

More lighting as it is dark
during the winter.

Woodland management
/ and tree redesign /
Replanting of Shrubs /
•

•

(Clean the slope to be
able to) sit on the hill, egg
roll and sledge. Use it as
a natural amphitheatre.
(...) I don’t mind the
wildflowers but it could
be stepped or sloped
down. It is the main park
in the area so we need to
make the most out of it.
(The slope) It use
to be more like an
amphitheatre, so you
could watch the football
and the slope is terraced
in stages.

•

More activities on the
slope.

•

Keep it simple. It doesn’t
need bells and whistles,
it needs to be simpler
to appreciate its natural
beauty.

•

Also more places to go
with small children.

•

More to do for teenagers.

•

Add more facilities to
increase usage.

•

The zip wire (flying fox) in
the play park is broken,
I’d change that.

•

Would put more things
in the woods for children
to play.

Thinning the trees for
connection and long
views.

•

More equipment in the
playpark or around the
park.

Would put more things
in the woods for children
to play.

•

•

Outdoor wooden child’s
play area in trees.

This park used to be all
open.

•

•

Adult gym.

Tree removal and plant
specimen trees. Open up
the park to allow greater
use of the park for
various activities.

•

Ensure that the park is
flexible to accommodate
different activities.

•

Cut the wildflower
meadow.

•

•

•

I’d like to see the park
appreciated for its natural
beauty. Make it simple,
cut into the trees and
remove the fencing.

Other

Dog facilities (other)
•

Fenced off area for dogs.

•

Poo bags and bins for dog
waste.

•

Toilet facilities.

•

Dangerous broken glass
to be removed by the
children’s park. Regular
sweeping.

•

Regular sweeping and
have recycling facilities by
Chilli Hut.

•

More to do for teenagers.

•

Add more facilities to
increase usage.

•

It’s disjointed and needs
pulling together.

•

There is rubbish laying
around (packaging, slabs,
metal poles) which are
dangerous for kids.

•

Ensure that the park is
flexible to accomodate
different activities.

•

Toilets included in the
park.

•

Adult gym.

•

It is a good park it
just isn’t used enough
(increase usage of park).

•

Improve maintenance,
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“My use of the park depends a
lot on my SCHOOL SCHEDULE”.
Event participant (under 12)

2. CO-DESIGN PIN MODEL
With 71 pins and comments in total, the most commonly
selected category from the list of themes was the
‘Other Suggestions’ pin. These included a wide variety
of comments, most of them closely relate to the preexisting categories.

“I drive down this road all the time but
would never think to come in to see
people. There’s also no sign, nothing to tell
me there was a castle behind the trees..”.
Event participant (age 22-45)

“I would like to use it in the evening
to walk the dog but when I get back
from work it’s often too dark.”.

Many comments were made on existing/potential sports
facilities (11 comments), suggesting more diversification
of the park’s facilities would encourage a wider use of
the park, and a significant number of users commented
on the lack of lighting (10 comments). Artwork is also
perceived as important (9 comments).

Event participant (age 22-45)

The map recording all comments (p27) presents a
visually immediate overview of practical suggestions to
feed forward to the emerging masterplan.
“We are new to the area so we come
weekly to explore the park.”.
Event participant (age 22-45)

People engaged
Questionnaires
completed
Pins added to
the Park map
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Polaroid pictures taken by
participants

“Exploring, walking up and down the slope”.

“I I like the fencing because it allows
me to stay with the children here and
it makes it safe for the children. Also
there is no dog poo here which is
good.”.

Event participant (age 22-45)

Event participant (age 22-45)

“To enjoy the night sky - as a good
darkness. The Bats, the River, gentle
walks. yearly Gala Day.”.
Event participant (age 46-64)

Improve this
point: better traffic
management and
zebra crossing

Pathway with lighting at
the top of the park - not
bottom not to impact bats
Graffiti wall
for kids.

Baby
park

Running
track

Basketball
nets

Graffiti Art all
over the park

Sports
Woodland
Management

KEY

Gymnastics
park

Farm Animals

Allow Easter
egg rolling

Adventure Park
in trees using
natural materials

Band stand /
Seat with wifi

Space to play by
the water

Light a loop of
path the park
Artwork visible
through former
castle

Artwork

Wildlife
area

Less emphasis
on football
Flagpole for
sense of identity

Art /
Statues
Outdoor tennis/
Basketball

Outdoor gym
areas

Remove trees/
Add specimen
trees
Boardwalk
with views of
the river

Dog-friendly
area

Slide from the viewpoint
of the football pitch

Campsite

Improve the
bridge. Useful
crossing to town

Playpark/
Swing park

Flower
beds

Smaller
football courts

Dog Park

Sports

Toilets/
Cafe

Remove daffodils from
NE slope and replant
on main slope

Skate Park

More bins

Fenced-off
dog area
Make a better
use of the river.
Clear some
of the brush

Signage/map
of park
Outdoor stage
for live music

Outdoor
plugs

Football pitches are
locked the wrong way
round so can’t be used.

Space for bikes
and scooters

Remove football fencing
and changing rooms
(eyesore). Rebuilt
surface for no floods.
Space to play by
water, Roslin

Reinstate the weir and
create a fish pass. this
would create a shallow
pool and waterfall

Path / Cycle path / Riverside
path / Boardwalk / Treetop
walk / Forest walk / River
crossing
TOTAL: 4

•

Sports area (Football, Tennis,
BMX, Skatepark climbing area)
TOTAL:11

•

Community Allotments/
Orchard/ Formal Garden
Entrance / Castle Garden
TOTAL: 3

•

Community space / Huts /Bird
hide / Seating / Picnic Area
TOTAL: 4

•

Swing Park / Playpark
TOTAL: 5

•

Wetland / Biodiversity /
Meadow
TOTAL: 2

•

Artwork / Interpretation
TOTAL: 9

•

Lighting
TOTAL: 10

•

Woodland Management and
Tree redesign / Replanting of
shrubs / Avenue Trees
TOTAL: 5

•

Other suggestions
TOTAL: 18

Maps/guides
around the area

Trampoline
park

Outdoor Wifi

•

Lower the wall on
the road bridge to
allow the river to
be seen
Art in
the park
A gymnastics
bar, beam, mats
and trampoline
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3. PHOTOGRAPHIC MAP
With a total of 20 photos taken by participants, suggestions
were made across the whole site. Key emerging themes
were:
•

The natural assets of the park are seen as a
resource for the community and children but need
improvement. Examples include the woodland with
no clear paths, overgrown areas, BMX track area,
and a need for space for growing;

•

Littering as a problem, notably broken glass and dog
fouling;

•

Existing sports assets in need of improvement or
upgrade, including the redundant BMX track, flying
fox in the play park not functional, and the quality of
the changing facilities for footballers;

•

Better walking experience within the park, with
requests for lighting, clearer and cleaner paths, and
maps or signs interpreting the historical heritage;

•

Need for new and more diverse facilities, with
suggestions including picnic areas at the entrance
of the park on Stirling Street, a skate park within the
lower park, space in the park for teenagers and not
just small children, a pond, a basketball court near
the lower pitch;

•

More visibility of the park from Stirling Street, and
general enhancement of the park from this edge
which is marred by the unsightly high fencing.
Suggestions to make the car park more visually
appealing.
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Photographic map with pinned Polaroid pictures and related comments

CONCLUSIONS
Through the use of a mixed methodology aimed at effectively engaging the widest number of park users,
it was possible to collect useful data to directly influence the new Herbertshire Park masterplan.
Key findings from each engagement tool were:
•

A strong awareness of the existing natural assets of the park and on the importance of managing
them at their full potential.

•

The need for amenities for a wider range of age groups and latching on to the existing sports facilities.

•

The rationalisation of the existing facilities.

•

The importance of creating a more coherent green space which works well for the community, but is
also visible and attractive for nearby users and passers-by.

Facilities for all age groups

Local habitats and
natural resources

Connections
and links

Use of the park’s
natural assets

Amenities, sports,
local growing, nature

Visibility for all
visitors

A place for the community
all year long

Value to the
riverside
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
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INTRODUCTION
Set out over the following pages is a record of the
process by which the masterplan design was developed
and refined utilising the information generated from the
desktop analysis (1), coding of previous consultation (2)
and conversations with park users (3). These studies give
environmental and social context to a park masterplan
proposal, feeding in to this design development [4]. The
aim was to develop a draft masterplan based on these
findings which could then be responded to and adjusted
after more formal phase of public engagement (5) to
draw out new issues and identify where conversations
had shifted from previous thinking.
OBJECTIVES
The following objectives for design of the new
Herbertshire Castle Park were carried forward from
these aforementioned previous stages:
1. Management of the existing woodland planting to open
up views, access and circulation, throughout the park
including to the River Carron whilst maintaining natural
feel of riparian woodland along the river.
2. Provide play and recreation opportunities (either
new or enhanced facilities) for a range of user groups
to balance the needs of different users and promote use
across all ages.
3. Enhance the park entrance as perceived from Stirling
Street in particular to create a more welcoming and
attractive point of arrival and give the park a more distinct
character that takes advantage of its natural assets.
4. Explore design ideas that discourage dog fouling and
litter notably at key problem areas within the park.
5. Explore options which extend usability of the park e.g.
into winter evenings through introduction of lighting,
while balancing with ecological objectives.
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PRIMARY DESIGN MOVES
EXISTING WOODLAND TYPOLOGIES

The current layout of Herbertshire Castle Park has
a strong tree structure which defines the overall
greenspace into distinct zones. It also gives the River
Carron a strong landscape character.
The existing tree structure [p32) therefore represents
an opportunity for enhancement. The proposals
for woodland management (p33) demonstrate how
management and selective planting of the existing
woodland typologies can create both new structure
and lend the park a more distinct character.

MIXED DECIDUOUS
WOODLAND
INDIVIDUAL SPECIMEN TREES IN
PARKLAND SETTING

BROADLEAVED WOODLAND*

*SOURCE : Integrated Habitat Network

BROADLEAVED WOODLAND*

INDIVIDUAL SPECIMEN TREES IN
PARKLAND SETTING
EXISTING SPECIMEN - KINGS TREE

BROADLEAVED WOODLAND*

RIPARIAN WOODLAND
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Specimen tree planting
Broadleaved woodland
Riparian woodland

PROPOSED WOODLAND MANAGEMENT / TREE PLANTING

SPECIMEN PLANTING
AT ENTRANCES

SPECIMEN PLANTING AT
ENTRANCES

SPECIMEN PLANTING AT
ENTRANCES

SELECTIVE THINNING / TREE
REMOVAL TO CREATE
DIFFERENT SIZES OF WOODLAND
ALONG THE SHELTER BELT
TO IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY
AND CIRCULATION

KING’S TREE
SELECTIVE THINNING TO IMPROVE
ACCESS AND VISIBILITY

SELECTIVE THINNING TO IMPROVE ACCESS AND VISIBILITY OF RIVER CARRON

Proposed visual / physical connection opportunities
Areas for enhanced planting
Proposed outline of woodland structure
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PROPOSED ACTIVITY ZONES

SLIDES ON SLOPES
EQUIPPED PLAY PARK AREA
‘PUMP’ TRACK

FLEXIBLE OPEN SPACE
GALA / FESTIVAL / EVENT SPACE

PLAY /
WOODLAND SETTING

SOUND / VISUAL
WOODLAND
BUFFER

FOOTBALL PITCH

FORMALISED
FRONTAGE

VIEWING AREA

ACTIVITY TRAILS /
WOODLAND WALKS

RIVER CARRON CHARACTER
INFORMING ENTRANCE / PARK
FRONTAGE
FOOTBALL PITCH

ACTIVE TRAVEL LINK
TO CARRON GLEN SSSI
PLAY /
WOODLAND SETTING
OUTDOOR
CLASSROOM

RIVER CARRON WALKS / ACCESS
ECOLOGY FOCUS
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FORMALISED FRONTAGE
ENHANCED ENTRANCE TO PARK
WITH PARKING / FACILITIES /VISITOR INFORMATION

PROPOSED PATH /ENTRANCE HIERARCHIES

E
NOTE: A detailed study of the path condition and
recommendations for the network’s enhancement
is provided in a standalone ‘Path Audit’ report. This
diagram is the recommendations based on user
dialogues, and it should be noted that the masterplan
layout has been revised to reflect the findings of the
Path Audit.

KEY
Existing paths
Upgrades to
Existing paths

e

New routes /
Vistas
Informal paths

e

E
e

e

e
e

Primary entrance
Secondary entrance

E
e
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SCHEMATIC DESIGN PROPOSAL

BARN

EGO

ROAD

1

1
1

2
6

3

UPPER PITCH

8

LOWER PITCH

7

M80

DENNY
BRIDGE

9
9
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AD
G RO

4

STIRLIN

5

RIVER

ON

CARR

9

PLAY PARK
1. PLAY PARK AREA
Enhanced facilities for a range of user groups. This might include resurfacing and
markings for the sports pitch, with hoops and nets to provide flexible gaming options,
trampolines and slides that make the most of the parks sloping topography.
2. FORMALIZED FRONTAGE / PARK EDGE
Landscaped boundary to enhance the edge of the park and create a more obvious
entrance. The design could be influenced by the River Carron, using stone and
specimen trees to extend the character of the river.

FRONTAGE / PARK EDGE

PARK FACILITIES

3. PARK FACILITIES
The parking area could be combined with new changing room and public toilet
facilities for existing park users. Also proposed is a key information point from which
to review latest park noticeboards, and a park map.

INFORMAL PICNIC AREA

4. KICK-ABOUT / INFORMAL PICNIC AREA
Proposal is to remove the existing high fence to create a more attractive and
welcoming park entrance. This would create a more informal space for other park
users to enjoy the space, have picnics and play football (informally).
5. VIEWPOINT / TERRACED SEATING
Terraced seating is proposed as amphitheatre style seating which extends the
viewpoint vantage point down the slope to allow people to watch activities below. This
could work in parallel with the existing wildflower meadow, retaining the meadow
planting for its biodiversity benefits.

VIEWPOINT /
STEPPED SEATING

FOOTBALL PITCH EDGES

6. FOOTBALL PITCH
A dedicated and potentially enclosed football pitch is proposed with potential seating
for spectators around the edge. Drainage to be reviewed as part of the project delivery.
Adding a barrier to the pitch may also address some of the issues with dog fouling.
7. NATURE WALKS / ACTIVITY TRAIL
New routes are proposed through woodland areas with outdoor gym/activity points as
users circuit the park.
8. ENHANCED BMX/ PUMP TRACK
Re-instatement and re-surfacing of the BMX track, designed to function as a pump
track encouraging a greater user group (scooters, bikes and skateboards).
9. RIVER CARRON
Improved accessibility including footbridge over the lade to River Carron whilst
maintaining the natural and hidden away feeling of the river. Additional benches /
seating is also proposed.

NATURE WALKS /
ACTIVITY TRAIL

BMX TRACK

RIVER
CARRON
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DRAFT MASTERPLAN PROPOSAL

The draft masterplan was developed ahead of the second
(primary) community engagement and feedback
event with feedback from CGI.
The schematic shown on p36 was developed into
a birdseye visual for readibility, a graphic which served
as an important tool for discussion at the feedback
event.
The intention was to diagrammatically set out how a
reconfigured park might look before developing a more
resolved masterplan so that the wider community felt
like they had the opportunity to feedback on proposals
and influence changes that affected the way they wanted
38 to use the future park at an early stage rather than on a
‘fait accompli ’.

AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE

EYELEVEL VISUALS PREPARED FOR ENGAGEMENT EVENT
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ENGAGEMENT 2

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND FEEDBACK

40

41

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EVENT

SATURDAY 16TH SEPTEMBER 2017, 11AM - 3PM

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EVENT
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In order to engage the local community of Denny &
Dunipace in the co-design of the emerging masterplan,
HERE+NOW planned and facilitated a drop-in event and
graphic display to share the masterplan to date and
collect comments.

•

COMMUNITY DROP-IN EVENT
Which took place in Denny Library. This event
was fully facilitated by HERE+NOW on the opening
day of the display and it was brought to life with
presentations and poster displays by other local
interest groups.

A proposed series of sub-projects which could
ultimately feed in to the preferred option masterplan
for Herbertshire Castle Park was shaped from previous
engagement and in direct partnership with CGI. Graphics
communicating this as a series of 8 key design ‘moves’
was displayed at Denny Library from the 16th September
to the 25th of September 2017.

•

PUBLIC DISPLAY
The masterplan at Denny Library remained open
until the 25th of September 2017 with a printed
copy of the questionnaire available for visitors to
submit into a comments box.

•

ONLINE SURVEY
Illustrated with the same visual reference to the
masterplan to allow people who couldn’t get to the
library to respond, using the same questionnaire.

The drop-in engagement session invited everyone members of the local community and key community
stakeholder groups - to attend a community feedback
event which took place on Saturday 16th of September
2017 from 11am to 3pm.

Results from these 3 sources were collected and
analysed to inform the final masterplan.

APPROACH

PROMOTION

The series of masterplan sub-projects was made fully
available to the community for comments from the
16th to the 25th of September 2017, with comments
collected through a questionnaire which introduced and
sought feedback on these 8 sub-projects. HERE+NOW
recognised the different needs and resources within
local stakeholder / community, and offered a variety of
methods for engagement in order to reach the wider
audience possible. These approaches included:

A4 and A5 posters were distributed in key locations
across Denny & Dunipace to attract visitors to the dropin session, view the display through the week, or respond
to the online questionnaire.
Additionally, digital flyers of the event were shared on
key local Facebook groups including CGI, CATCA, Falkirk
Explored, CWA Falkirk and many more.

Local interest groups were invited to take part in
the opening event on the 16th September 2017 to
promote their activity in Denny & Dunipace and create
a more dynamic and involving atmosphere for all ages.
HERE+NOW contacted these groups both by email and
phone and organised dedicated spaces for:
•
•
•
•
•

CGI
CATCA and River Carron Bailiff
Denny & Dunipace Heritage Society
Denny & District Community Council
Apex Vets

Their attendance and the interest generated by having a
wider source of interest was instrumental in helping get
more participants to attend.
61 members of the public attended the engagement
event.

HERBERTSHIRE CASTLE PARK: MASTERPLAN QUESTIONNAIRE

library event attendees

Thank you for taking part in this questionnaire and for giving your feedback on the Herbertshire Castle Park proposed new
masterplan. This questionnaire is divided into 8 sections, where each number refers to an area within the proposed masterplan.
For each section please put a score and give your thoughts, positive and negative. We welcome your ideas!

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

1.

PUMP TRACK Pump track designed for a variety of users (BMX, push bikes, skateboards, scooters etc.) to offer more for
young people. This alongside the thinning of trees could give more natural surveillance over this part of the park.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) how would you rate this part of the masterplan?

total responses

questionnaires
completed at the
engagement event

The questionnaire and engagement event focused on asking
key questions that were developed in coordination with CGI
according to their feedback on the initial schematic design
proposals. The intent was to capture the wider community
view on these proposals in order to make decisions about
what features to bring forward into the final masterplan
design, and what changes should be made.
In total, we received 307 responses, of which, 35
questionnaires were completed and returned at the
engagement event.

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Please add any comments below:

2.

FOOTBALL PITCH A dedicated
area ofGALA
the park
forTimber
football is
proposed,proposed
framed with
low seating
wall on
for the
spectators
HILL
sleepers
to aprovide
seating
slopes with minimimal earthworks
5. VIEWPOINT/
around the edge. The boundary
may not
completely
enclosed
but would
provideformalising
a visible barrier,
withline
signage
required. Paths
cutbe
through
the existing
wildflower
meadow
the desire
while retaining the new wildflower
discouraging dogs to beproject
alloweddelivered
in this area.
The lower
pitch would
become a more informal kick-about space, due to its
by CGI
and Falkirk
Council.
poor playability during winter football season months.

On aDisagree)
scale from
(StronglyAgree)
Disagree)
to 5 (Strongly
Agree)
would
you rate this part of the masterplan?
On a scale from 1 (Strongly
to 51(Strongly
how would
you rate this
parthow
of the
masterplan?
Strongly Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
Disagree

Disagree
Neutral

Neutral
Agree

Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Please
add any comments below:
Please add any comments
below:

3.

PARK FACILITIES6.
Relocated
changing
facilities
and accessibility
public toilets (potential
in purpose-built
facility.
Sensitively
clad with
timber
to maintaining the natural river
RIVER
CARRON
Improved
footbridge
over
lade) to River
Carron
whilst
sit within parkland environment.
off Stirling
Street to
putting pressure
Barnego
Road.
corridor. Located
New benches,
potential
foravoid
reinstatement
of theon
weir,
and interpretation
panel are also proposed.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly
to 51(Strongly
how would
you rate this
parthow
of the
masterplan?
On aDisagree)
scale from
(StronglyAgree)
Disagree)
to 5 (Strongly
Agree)
would
you rate this part of the masterplan?
Strongly Disagree

Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

Neutral
Disagree

Agree
Neutral

Strongly Agree
Agree

Strongly Agree

Please add any comments below:

Please add any comments below:

4.

PARK EDGE Opening of park edge to bring more hard landscaping inspired by the River Carron into the Park boundary
BEDS
COMMUNITY
HUB Potential
to install
and plantcombined
with perennials,
which with time could be
7. RAISED
and encourage circulation
at all times
of /year.
Small specimen
trees (potential
fruit raised
bearing)beds
are proposed,
with
given over for
community
uses if there was demand e.g. as part of Falkirk’s Food Growing Strategy.
perennial planting and cobblestones
inspired
by the growing
river.

On aDisagree)
scale from
(StronglyAgree)
Disagree)
to 5 (Strongly
Agree)
would
you rate this part of the masterplan?
On a scale from 1 (Strongly
to 51(Strongly
how would
you rate this
parthow
of the
masterplan?
Strongly Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
Disagree

Disagree
Neutral

Neutral
Agree

Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Please add any comments
below:
Please
add any comments below:

8.

PLEASE TURN OVER >

NATURE WALKS / ACTIVITY TRAIL New routes cut through existing woodland areas with outdoor gym /activity points as
a circuit through the park. Elements made from natural materials e.g. wood, in keeping with the natural environment.
Possibility to include solar lighting around this loop.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) how would you rate this part of the masterplan?
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Please add any comments below:

Please feel free to add any ADDITIONAL COMMENTS here:
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Invitation flier: printed and for digital promotion
PLEASE NOW PLACE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE BOX. THANK YOU!
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ENGAGEMENT 3

STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP
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SURVEY RESPONSES

PROS
- Good to have new facilities/spaces to play for
children/ young people in the area.
- Young people do need somewhere to go.
- May encourage more people to visit area.
- Good to see old track brought back to life, enjoyed it
as children.
- Good for health and wellbeing and promotes activity
and exercise amongst young people.

ADDITIONAL POINTS TO CONSIDER

PROPOSAL 1:
PUMP TRACK

CONS

Pump track designed for a variety of users
(BMX, push bikes, skateboards, scooters etc.)
to offer more for young people. This alongside
the thinning of trees could give more natural
surveillance over this part of the park.

- Concerns about teenagers using it as a space for
underage drinking.
- Too remote/secluded.
- Evidence of requirement?
- Protection of natural habitats.
- Football should be prioritised over this proposal.
- Balance with other users/dog walkers.
- Unsafe.

- Potential increase in broken glass/litter.
- Minimise tree removal/thinning as a sound buffer from
the motorway.
- Visibility from street.
- An area for less able/younger users could be
incorporated.
- Additional seating/benches required.

RECOMMENDATIONS
- The proposed pump track would be designed as an inclusive area suitable for a range of ages/users
and sports types, not solely BMX users but also push bikes/skateboards etc.
- Reduction in tree thinning on residential edge but some tree removal to open up existing path link to
pump track area to create a more inviting entrance into the space.
- Retain natural character of pathway / woodland area with potential seating for other users.
- Bins in area to encourage litter disposal.
- Suggested that end users are involved in the design and construction of the new track so that the new
design reflects local need and young people feel involved in the design process.
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SURVEY RESPONSES

PROS
- Allows for other activities in lower park.
- More democratic use of the park which is open to all
users.
- Like the seating proposal.
- Currently no offer for non football players which only
make up a small proportion of the local community.
- Fencing is ugly, removing it is a good idea.

ADDITIONAL POINTS TO CONSIDER

PROPOSAL 2:
FOOTBALL PITCH
A dedicated area of the park for football is
proposed, framed with a low seating wall for
spectators around the edge. The boundary may
not be completely enclosed but would provide
a visible barrier, with signage discouraging
dogs to be allowed in this area. The lower
pitch would become a more informal kickabout space, due to its poor playability during
winter football season months.

CONS
- Football is a core sport in the local area.
- There is a real requirement for the lower pitches.
- Imperative not to reduce provision as it supports the
football league.
- Other facilities need to be available before reducing
provision.
- Seating may encourage antisocial behaviour.
- Clearance around pitch needs to be considered when
designing in seating.

- Management of dog users on upper pitch needs
further consideration - dog waste bins, enforcement,
carefully worded signage?
- Investment to improve playability throughout the year
e.g. improved drainage, all weather surface?
- Requirement for more football pitches in the area i.e.
delivery of other 3G/4G pitches?
- Enclosure of upper pitch may be necessary.
- Car parking pressures in existing car park and
on rear access park - particularly during football
matches.
- Review of bin locations required.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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- Phased approach to football pitch delivery whereby re-designation of lower pitch to an informal kickabout area is triggered by the completed installation of 3G/4G pitches elsewhere. If 3G/4G pitches are not
delivered then it is proposed that the top pitch is resurfaced with a more durable, playable surface for year
round use.
- Lower pitch – fence removal is proposed if approved by the football league.
- Dog walkers encouraged to care for upper pitch and exercise particular vigilance re dog fouling through
the use of dog bins at pitch entrances and signage reminding park users that the area is used for football
and to look after the space
- Cost proposal to be sought for improving drainage on both pitches to be sought so this can be reviewed
and addressed in order of priority.

SURVEY RESPONSES

PROS
- Support for public toilets.
- Existing provision is ugly and inadequate, improved
facilities are supported.
- Storage, toilets and changing rooms are all greatly
needed.

ADDITIONAL POINTS TO CONSIDER

PROPOSAL 3:
PARK FACILITIES
Relocated changing facilities and public toilets in
purpose-built facility. Sensitively clad with timber to
sit within parkland environment. Located off Stirling
Street to avoid putting pressure on Barnego Road.

CONS
- Possibly subject to vandalism.
- Potential clash with recently installed memorial
plaque and new landscaping/location of bus stop.

- Maintenance and management of toilet facilities. Public
toilets have recently been subject to Council Closure.
Confirm Council support?
- One changing room is not sufficient.
- Additional parking required.
- Meeting hub could be integrated into design for football
players before/after matches and wider community.
- Have the opportunity to make building more
environmentally friendly e.g. living roof, solar/wind
powered

RECOMMENDATIONS
- Location of facilities to be reviewed at Stakeholder meeting.
- Recommended that facilities should be locked and managed, with day time hours only for general public.
Discussion with Falkirk Council required.
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SURVEY RESPONSES

PROS
- Enhancement of park.
- Looks attractive and would give more colour to the
park.
- Support for additional planting.
- Makes the Stirling Street entrance more attractive.
- Support for removal of high fence.
- Support for information board.

ADDITIONAL POINTS TO CONSIDER

PROPOSAL 4:
PARK EDGE

CONS

Opening of park edge to bring more hard landscaping
inspired by the River Carron into the Park boundary
and encourage circulation at all times of year.
Small specimen trees (potential fruit bearing) are
proposed, combined with perennial planting and
cobblestones inspired by the river.

- Potential vandalism of small trees and planting.
- Would like a ‘defined boundary’/retention of dry stone
wall.
- Impact on lower football pitch and ability to play
football.
- Dislike use of hard landscaping - leave ‘natural’
- No requirement - waste of time and money.
- Danger to children/animals if opened up

- Fruit bearing trees near pavement need to be
considered because of dropping fruit.
- Review location of recycling bins.
- Consideration of materials - including cobblestones
which may lead to flooding or accessibility issues.
- Access for Gala Day amusements required.
- Opportunities for volunteer projects.
- Review of car parking provision.
- Consider views of Gala Hill.

RECOMMENDATIONS
- Extension of car parking provision using several smaller parking areas integrated into a landscape edge.
- Tree planting and perennial planting done with local youth groups and through schools, particularly
targeting young teenagers.
- Through route access for Gala Day transportation maintained.
- Review of wall removal, possible to look at partial retention to increase sense of enclosure.
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SURVEY RESPONSES

POSITIVE COMMENTS
- People enjoy going up and down the hill.
- Support for timber seating.
- Nice opportunity to enjoy watching football, watching
the Gala or enjoying the flowers.
- Support for seating using natural materials.
- Makes the area more welcoming.

ADDITIONAL POINTS TO CONSIDER

PROPOSAL 5:
VIEWPOINT/GALA HILL
Timber sleepers proposed to provide seating on the
slopes with minimal earthworks required. Paths cut
through the existing wildflower meadow formalising
the desire line while retaining the new wildflower
project delivered by CGI and Falkirk Council.

CONS
- The hill is beautiful anyway without further changes.
- Fear over vandalism and antisocial behaviour.
- Timber sleepers can be slippery.
- Desire for minimal paths cutting through the wildflower
meadow.
- Bolder seating ideas suggested - Alnwick Gardens have
swinging seats on a hillside
- Risk that paths will lead to habitat destruction and
picking wildflowers
- May cause increased littering.

- More park benches required.
- An area left for sledging would be good.
- An enhanced viewpoint feature at the top is needed.
- Interpretation relating to views would be good
- Accessible pathways required - too steep for
wheelchair access.
- Consideration of maintenance required.

RECOMMENDATIONS
- Believe there is sufficient support to take this project forward.
- Resurfacing and enhancement of existing viewing platform to be incorporated into revised masterplan
including additional inclusive seating with back/arm support.
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SURVEY RESPONSES

PROS
- Seating allows people with limited mobility to enjoy
the outdoors.
- Allows for appreciation and access to the river.
- Improving walkability is positive.
- Provides a lovely local place to walk instead of going
further afield.
- Highlighting and reinstating heritage features would
be assets.

ADDITIONAL POINTS TO CONSIDER

PROPOSAL 6:
RIVER CARRON
Improved accessibility (potential footbridge
over lade) to River Carron whilst maintaining
the natural river corridor. New benches,
potential for reinstatement of the weir, and
interpretation panel are also proposed.

CONS
- Unsafe for children - life saving equipment required.
- No requirement for further footbridge.
- Potential for increased littering.
- Opposed to the Weir reinstatement - may lead to
more flooding, runs counter to local group/Council
efforts to remove barriers to migratory fish.
- Risk of antisocial behaviour.

- Accessibility for wheelchairs/people with restricted
mobility needs.
- Potential access to existing cycle network.
- BBQ points.
- Access for canoes/kayaks?
- Access to opposite river bank - potential for
enhancement?
- Impact of rising river on benches.

RECOMMENDATION
- Accessible bridge over the lade with a hard surfaced clear/accessible route from the car park to the
River Carron by the existing weir. Loose surfacing may be used in other seating areas to retain the natural
feel of riverside seating.
- No reinstatement of the weir due to impact on migratory fish.
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SURVEY RESPONSES

PROS
- Good for wider community.
- Belief from some respondents that it would be
popular.
- Good opportunity for community interaction.
- Raised beds good for accessibility
- Opportunities for growing community food.

ADDITIONAL POINTS TO CONSIDER

PROPOSAL 7:
RAISED BEDS / COMMUNITY
HUB
Potential to install raised beds and plant with
perennials, which with time could be given
over for community growing uses if there was
demand e.g. as part of Falkirk’s Food Growing
Strategy.

CONS
- Evidence of demand required. Potential for it to sit
unused. Beds at YMCA/ Dunipace Primary School
were not used.
- Potential for vandalism.
- Potential impact on football pitch.

- Raised beds may be better positioned closer to the
entrance - distance to carry tools/water.
- Managed and maintained by who? - Council?
Community Group?
- Enclosure may be required.
- May not be the most appropriate location.
- Potential links with community groups/ Community
cafe.

RECOMMENDATION
- Evidence for demand required before installing raised beds at such a scale.
- Potential installation of a community cafe/kiosk/meeting hub on park edge with a small number of
raised beds to supply cafe.
- Removal of high fence with potential reconfiguration of pitches (not reduction in short term) to allow
for additional car parking/community facilities in the park.
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SURVEY RESPONSES

PROS
- May help to activate woodland with more walkers.
- Outdoor gym would be good for a range of ages:
children and adults.
- Support for slides going down the hill.
- Improved provision for non-footballers is good.
- Good for exercise and fitness.
- Comments that there is local demand and would
prevent people going further afield.
- Logs can be left in woodland for biodiversity.

PROPOSAL 8:
NATURE WALKS / ACTIVITY
TRAIL
New routes cut through existing woodland areas
with outdoor gym /activity points as a circuit
through the park. Elements made from natural
materials e.g. wood, in keeping with the natural
environment. Possibility to include solar lighting
around this loop.

CONS
- Risk of vandalism and antisocial behaviour
- Other good nature walks already exist in the area.
- Changes would further damage historic park
- Evidence of demand

ADDITIONAL POINTS TO CONSIDER
- More detailed designs required
- Potential issue with wood - vandalism/rotting.
- Consider equipment for visually impaired/wheelchair
users/babies/toddlers etc.
- Minimise thinning/tree removal of existing woodland.
- More seating required.
- Impact on the bats.
- Impact of light pollution.

RECOMMENDATION
- Recommended that activity stations to be designed/constructed with local youth groups to deter
vandalism.
- In-ground lighting proposed for main circular route only, not woodland to prevent impact on bats
whilst improving sense of safety for evening users.
- Inclusive design to cater for all user groups to be encouraged.
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SURVEY RESPONSES

ADDITIONAL FEEDBACK FOR REVIEW

ADDITIONAL IDEAS /
COMMENTS

- Accessible paths for wheelchairs.
- Education/signage/additional bins for dog walkers/dog fouling.
- Lighting requirements.
- Wifi access.
- Use of technology integrated into design proposals.
- Play park needs upgrading.
- CCTV?
- Review of bin locations.
- Avoid too much tree removal/tree thinning.
- Provision for skateboarders.
- Clearly defined paths/areas on hill for sledging.
- Clarification of funding source might be required.
- Picnic area and additional benches.
- Enclosed dog area.
- Community cafe.
- Increase in Car Parking provision.
- Hang out zone for teenagers

STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP
3rd October 2017, 7-10pm

The feedback from the survey was analysed, as reported
over the preceding pages p47-55, and this information was
documented in a findings report which was presented back
to a stakeholder group for discussion.
CGI coordinated the selection of stakeholders and invited
representatives from CGI, Falkirk Community Trust,
Falkirk Council, CATCA, Dunipace Juniors Football Club,
Denny & Dunipace Heritage Society, and Denny & District
Community Council.
The stakeholder workshop was held at the Heritage
Room in Denny & Dunipace. The findings were described,
and a recommendation for how the findings might be
incorporated into the emerging masterplan design was
discussed. A feedback form was used to record the advice
of the stakeholders; these forms were cross referenced
and the consensus priorities /comments taken forward to
a preferred option masterplan design.
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MASTERPLAN DESIGN
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INTRODUCTION
This section presents the final preferred option
masterplan design.
Its structure and components take on board the
comprehensive feedback and comments from the
stakeholder event as the final point to conclude a process
of design iteration, and this now represents a design
recommendation which aims to balance the needs and
aspirations of the people with the landscape potential of
the park.
The changes to the visual presenting a series of subprojects as presented at the Library event is summarised
as follows:

•

Tree thinning has been reduced in order to retain the buffer / privacy
/ structure; key routes and connection opportunities have been
'carved' and sight lines enhanced.

•

The two pitches are retained, and the idea for the low wall omitted.
Drainage improvements will be implemented and developed to
detailed design by Falkirk Council. The high fence is retained, and
enhancements / planting / opportunities for signage considered.

•

Pump track moved to combine with the MUGA and play park area,
making this a multi-user play space in turn increasing safety,
reducing risk of vandalism and increasing natural surveillance
(people walking through the area).

•

A newly aligned footpath route is introduced per path audit
recommendations to achieve a link which is less than 1:20 (subject
to detailed design / site survey)

•

Viewpoint on Gala Hill - initial proposal for terraced seating removed,
and instead incorporated into a seating feature on the highest point.
The aim is to accentuate long distance views over the townscape.

•

The activity trail route has been simplified, and its route streamlined,
taking on board comments about doing less but doing it well and
respecting the beauty of the natural environment.

•

The old orchard / BMX track area (west section of the park) will now
be retained as a natural and 'wild' woodland area, for biodiversity
and as an important part of the wider habitat corridor associated
with the Carron. The route through would be widened and surfaced
to complete the link to the Carron Glen SSSI

•

Community growing raised beds have been moved from the interior
park location to sit in association with a new 'community hub' facility
located at the park's edge. This will be integrated with the proposed
enhanced changing facilities. Any community growing beds installed
will be demand led.
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‘ACTIVE PARK’ FACILITIES

TREE, BIODIVERSITY AND RIVERSIDE FEATURES

1.

Play area resurfacing, and markings on MUGA

20. Large specimen tree planting (King’s Tree legacy)

2.

In-ground trampolines

21. Specimen tree planting (with community involvement)

3.

Landforming mounds for informal seating

22. Tree thinning to create vistas and informal routes

4.

Slides on slope

23. Herb planting beds with sculpture by local artists

5.

Pump track (built with local community)

24. Wildflower area (existing)

6.

Active trail with outdoor gym equipment (x5) as circuit

7.

2x football pitches with improved drainage

FOOTPATH ROUTE / DDA IMPROVEMENTS

8.

2x changing room facilities with toilets

25. Lit route (Solar Foot Lights)

2

3

1

9 12

1
21
25 26

26. New DDA / accessible route through park

LANDSCAPE ENHANCEMENTS
9.

4

9 13 18 23

27. New DDA / accessible route to riverside

Re-surfaced hard landscape areas

5

10. Picnic tables

28. Accessible parking spaces (x4) (relocate existing bins) and
5no. additional parking spaces on east side of car park

11. Riverside platforms with seating

29. Upgraded footpath and cycle route to Carron Glen SSSI

12. Park benches
13. Interpretation / information signage / park map

6

14. Raised bed community growing opportunities (demand led)

6

15. Viewpoint feature and landform for gathering / seating
6

OUTDOOR EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES

22

23
12

10

14
8 13 17 18

16. Bridge over Lade with interpretation board (DDA compliant)
17. Community hub

7

18. Recycling bins / free poo-bag dispenser

9

15

28

24

19. Outdoor classroom
13 18 23
23

28

22

20
6

25

20

6

22 29

22

7

21

27

20
10 19

16
11 10

11 10
11 10
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PARK DESIGN PRINCIPLES DIAGRAMS

STIRLING STREET

RIVER CARRON CORRIDOR

ACTIVE / NATURAL PARK - BALANCE OF USES

DESIGN FORM

There are three existing areas of intensified active use, the upper and lower
pitches and the play park area. Currently, these are disjointed and as a result
the park lacks a sense of cohesion. The design principle here is to connect
the active parts of the park through new routes and view corridors achieved
through selective areas of tree thinning, while weaving landscape corridors
of the natural (riverside / woodland / wildflower) landscape typologies as
fingers running east-west through the park.

Reinforcing this idea of a natural / formal counterbalance in the park, the form of
the design responds to the setting. By switching around the design of the form
we can accentuate the qualities of the landscape and make designed landscape
features more immediate and inspiring.
•

•
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In natural landscape areas such as within the woodland (active trail) and
riverside (viewing platforms) the design of these features should be geometric
- shown here as triangular - to offset and act as pin-point insertions in the
landscape setting.
In formal areas, such as the park gateway landscape and around the King’s
Tree the geometry of landscape features should be more organic and free
flowing, taking inspiration from the character of the river corridor planting and
the undulating topography of the site.

ENTRANCES AND NODES

PATH HIERARCHY

The proposed masterplan design organises the landscape features and
facilities in groups along desire line routes, making for a legible framework
of functionality and amenity. This offers a good spacing of amenities such as
seating along the routes and throughout the park, in response to the DDA
recommendations and as highlighted in the supporting Path Audit document.
These hubs of activity are concentrated as follows:

A path audit that establishes a baseline review of the existing park condition,
assessing the path networks for issues surrounding maintenance and
management as well as identifying opportunities for improved accessibility
and enhancement was undertaken in parallel to this masterplan process.
The findings of this report are taken forward into the design principles of the
masterplan, incorporating recommendations which address maintenance,
accessibility and circulation issues.

•

•

•

Along the Stirling Street frontage, with changing facilities, a community
hub, improved car parking provision, accessible routes and parking, and
gateway features of planting and signage;
Along a central spine which transects the active / natural framework,
including the viewpoint area, outdoor classroom, picnic area and riverside
platforms;
Along the upper edge of the park which meets the residential area, to
encourage this as a positive frontage and attractive interface.

Detail of the improvements and enhancements are presented in more detail
under sub-project 1, ‘Path works / DDA improvements / lighting’.
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LANDSCAPE MATERIALS PALETTE
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HARD LANDSCAPE MATERIALS

SOFT LANDSCAPE

1.

Natural aggregate in a clear resin binder

7.

Specimen trees (legacy)

2.

Tarmac (pump track)

8.

Entrance feature trees

3.

Timber viewing platforms

9.

Orchard trees

4.

Coloured EPDM play surface mounds

10. Herbaceous borders

5.

Fine (fibrous) bark mulch

11. Wildflower areas

6.

Entrance landscape - stone paving and tree
planting

12. Hedges

BIRDSEYE VISUAL OF THE PROPOSED
HERBERTSHIRE CASTLE PARK MASTERPLAN
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INDICATIVE COST PLANNING
BUDGET COST PLAN
Ref.

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

UNIT (m / m2 / nr)

RATE

TOTAL

220
500

m2
m2

£125.00
£24.00

£27,500.00
£12,000.00

1
3

nr
nr

£750.00
£3,100.00

£750.00
£9,300.00

2000

m2

£7.00

£14,000.00

3
1

nr
nr

£750.00
£20,000.00

£2,250.00
£20,000.00

5

nr

£2,900.00

£14,500.00

20

m2

TBC

5500

m2

TBC

2

nr

£10,000.00

£20,000.00

1
2

nr
nr

£15,000.00
£4,000.00

£15,000.00
£8,000.00

620

m2

£75.00

£46,500.00

ACTIVE PARK FACILITIES
1

Play area resurfacing:
EPDM
Play bark

2

Refreshed markings on MUGA
In-ground trampolines

3

Landforming mounds

4
5

Slides on slope
Pump track

6

Active trail with timber outdoor gym
equipment

7

2x football pitches with improved

EPDM (Inclusive of allowance for formation of 8x play mounds)
Play bark surfacing to achieve safe fall zones (height of play structures TBC) notionally 100mm
depth, over geotextile membrane. Timber edging.
Repaint markings on existing MUGA surface, new basketball nets.
1.5m by 1.5m Playground Trampoline by Sunken Tramplines or similar commercial trampoline
supplier. To BS EN 1176 standards
Fill and compact grassy mounds. Reprofiling to accommodate pump track / informal seating at
MUGA. Amenity Grass (ensuring min. 150mm topsoil) - apply pre-seed fertiliser at 70g/m2.
Grass seed mix 35g/m2 to marry in and make good with existing grass areas
Integrated stainless steel slides with handrails
1-2m width (varies) whin dust surfaced pump track, over 150mm depth well compacted Type 1
sub-base with geotextile membrane. Final routing to be designed in detail with end users
through school workshops, and with local stakeholder groups. Built with input from the local
community as a series of volunteer activity days.
5 areas of fine bark mulch (50mm depth over 100mm type 1 sub-base and geotextile membrane)
typically 100m2 each. 1x timber gym structure per area.

Notional drainage works required: COST ADVICE TO FOLLOW FROM FALKIRK COUNCIL
Item 1: Repair work to filter drain/ soakaway at upper pitch and building up topsoil levels to
marry in achieve level playing surface
Item 2: Existing drainage maintenance (opening up drainage network, desilting, testing,
reinstatement, and installing rodding eyes as appropriate to facilitate future ongoing
maintenance of pitch drainage)
8
2x changing room facilities with toilets Timber clad 40' containers, purpose fit-out changing facilities with toilets (sourced and
relocated). No windows, incorporate stainless steel climber structures on south and west
elevations. Cost allowance for cladding, upgrades to fit out and climber plants / supports
Notional cost for water connection, to be confirmed with Scottish Water
Additional cost for 2x 40' containers to be converted with changing room fit out if sourced
containers no longer available / feasible
LANDSCAPE ENHANCEMENTS
9

Re-surfaced hard landscape areas

10

Picnic tables

11

Riverside platforms with seating

12
13

Park benches
Interpretation / information signage /
park map
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Paths and circulation spaces: resin bound natural stone gravel paths with timber edging where
required, using colours to match existing stone walls and features. Laid onto concrete sub-base.
Including all excavating and filling to achieve smooth flowing falls, disposal and granular sub
bases and upfilling to required levels. Tie in to any existing gullies and drains.
Timber picnic tables, 4 of which to include 1no. wheelchair accessible space. Untreated oak.
Scottish larch timber decks on solid oak posts to form cantilevering timber deck viewing
platforms on riverside. 70m2 per deck, with timber handrail on river side (south edge), verticals
at 1.5m centres, horizontal rails with no more than 100mm gaps.
Timber benches with arm and back rests. Untreated oak
Allowance for three installations forming a group at the enhanced entrance landscape. To be
designed in detail in collaboration with local artist / children / interest or heritage group.
Notionally a series of totems which offer interpretive information as a locally characterful and
distinguishable landmark, helping define the entrance while way marking and offering insights
into the local historic and natural heritage. Budget includes for engagement, design, consents,
fabrication and installation

13

nr

£1,000.00

£13,000.00

3

nr

£5,000.00

£15,000.00

9
3

nr
nr

£600.00
£12,500.00

£5,400.00
£37,500.00

14

Raised growing beds

Timber raised beds 1.2m x 1.2m x 600mm high

15

nr

£50.00

£750.00

15

Viewpoint feature landform

Grassy mound landform on existing hard landscape area, terraced sides for seating. Sides

85

m2

£7.00

£595.00

12
13

Park benches
Interpretation / information signage /
park map

BUDGET COST PLAN
Ref.

ITEM

ACTIVE PARK FACILITIES
14
Raised growing beds
1
Play area resurfacing:
15
Viewpoint
feature landform

at 1.5m centres, horizontal rails with no more than 100mm gaps.
Timber benches with arm and back rests. Untreated oak
Allowance for three installations forming a group at the enhanced entrance landscape. To be
designed in detail in collaboration with local artist / children / interest or heritage group.
Notionally a series of totems which offer interpretive information as a locally characterful and
distinguishable landmark, helping define the entrance while way marking and offering insights
into the local historic and natural heritage. Budget includes for engagement, design, consents,
DESCRIPTION
fabrication and installation
Timber raised beds 1.2m x 1.2m x 600mm high

Grassy mound landform on existing hard landscape area, terraced sides for seating. Sides
EPDM
EPDM (Inclusive
of allowance
for formation
of 8x play
mounds)
graded
1:3 of mown
grass. Existing
interpretation
panels
to be incorporated into grass slopes
Play bark
Play bark surfacing to achieve safe fall zones (height of play structures TBC) notionally 100mm
OUTDOOR EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES
depth, over geotextile membrane. Timber edging.
Refreshed
on MUGAdeck
Repaint
existing
MUGA surface,
new basketball
nets. on both sides and
16
Bridge overmarkings
Lade to riverside
2m wide,markings
4m span on
timber
footbridge,
DDA compliant,
with handrails
2
In-ground trampolines
1.5m
by 1.5m Playground
Trampoline
by on
Sunken
Tramplines
interpretation
information
the lade
feature. or similar commercial trampoline
incorporating
supplier.
To BS EN
1176
standards
17
Community Hub
Detailed design
to be
developed;
hub to include facilities for café, toilets, community room for
localand
events
and display
local information,
a kiosk
3
Landforming mounds
Fill
compact
grassy of
mounds.
Reprofiling and
to accommodate
pump track / informal seating at
18
Recycling bins (potentially
Provision
of litterGrass
bins. (ensuring
Steel, withmin.
concrete
foundation.
MUGA.
Amenity
150mm
topsoil) - apply pre-seed fertiliser at 70g/m2.
incorporating free poo-bag dispenser) Grass seed mix 35g/m2 to marry in and make good with existing grass areas
4
Slides onclassroom
slope
Integrated
stainlessper
steel
slides withinhandrails
19
Outdoor
area
Play
bark surfacing
description
Item 1.
5
Pump track
1-2m width (varies) whin dust surfaced pump track, over 150mm depth well compacted Type 1
TREES / BIODIVERSITY AND RIVERSIDE ENHANCEMENTS
sub-base with geotextile membrane. Final routing to be designed in detail with end users
through school workshops, and with local stakeholder groups. Built with input from the local
20
Large specimen tree planting
Extra heavy standards (nursery stock). Planted with community involvement.
community as a series of volunteer activity days.
21
Specimen
Semi-mature
(nursery
Planted
with type
community
involvement.
Species
to be
6
Active trailtree
withplanting
timber outdoor gym
5 areas of finestandards
bark mulch
(50mmstock).
depth over
100mm
1 sub-base
and geotextile
membrane)
street tree
compatible,
Fraxinus
excelsior 'Westhof's
equipment
typically
100m2
each. 1xe.g.
timber
gym structure
per area. Glorie' / Tilia cordata 'Greenspire'.
22
Tree
thinning
To
createdrainage
vistas and
informal
routes;
volunteer
activity
with partner
e.g. TCV
7
2x
football
pitches with improved
Notional
works
required:
COST
ADVICE
TO FOLLOW
FROMorganisations
FALKIRK COUNCIL
23
Herb planting areas, with sculpture
Mixed
andwork
perennial
planting
for floral and
foliage
interest.
Nurseryup
stock
at 5/m2
Item 1:herb
Repair
to filter
drain/ soakaway
at upper
pitch
and building
topsoil
levelscentres.
to
Topsoil
400mm
depth.
50mm
bark
mulch.
marry in achieve level playing surface
Allowance
for two
sculptural
installations
to be designed
in detail
in collaboration
with local
Item
2: Existing
drainage
maintenance
(opening
up drainage
network,
desilting, testing,
artist / childrenand
/ interest
or heritage
reinstatement,
installing
rodding group.
eyes as appropriate to facilitate future ongoing
24
Wildflower area (existing)
Additional costs for reseeding and wildflower plugs
maintenance of pitch drainage)
8
2x
changing
room
facilities
with
toilets
Timber
clad 40' containers, purpose fit-out changing facilities with toilets (sourced and
FOOTPATH ROUTE / DDA IMPROVEMENTS
relocated). No windows, incorporate stainless steel climber structures on south and west
25
Lit route
In-ground
lights set upgrades
flush into to
pavement.
Allowance
for 500m
route as
elevations.solar-powered
Cost allowanceLED
for cladding,
fit out and
climber plants
/ supports
indicatedcost
on DDA
improvements
diagram,
with 1 light
unitScottish
/ 5 linear
metres set flush with paving
Notional
for water
connection,
to be confirmed
with
Water
surface located
0.5m
woodlandtoedge
of path. with changing room fit out if sourced
Additional
cost for
2x from
40' containers
be converted
26
New DDA / accessible route
Resin bound gravel path including build up (gravel topping on 50mm asphalt binding, 150mm
containers no longer available / feasible
type 1); Inclusive of a timber path edge.
LANDSCAPENew
ENHANCEMENTS
27
DDA / accessible route to riverside Section of footpath to match existing, making connection between car park area and accessible
9
28

Re-surfaced hard landscape areas
Accessible parking spaces (x4)
Hard surfacing of grass area

29
10

Upgraded footpath and cycle route
Picnic tables

Paths andplatform.
circulation spaces: resin bound natural stone gravel paths with timber edging where
riverside
Existing car
parkcolours
paintedtotomatch
delineate
accessible
parking
Relocate
existing
bins.
required,
using
existing
stone walls
andspaces.
features.
Laid onto
concrete
sub-base.
Grass on east
side of carand
park
surfaced
with blacktop
to increase
provision
(5 spaces)
Including
all excavating
filling
to achieve
smooth flowing
falls,parking
disposal
and granular
sub
bases
upfilling
required
Tie in dust
to any
gullies
Link toand
Carron
Glento
SSSI.
Whinlevels.
Dust (6mm
& existing
150mm type
1) and drains.
Timber picnic tables, 4 of which to include 1no. wheelchair accessible space. Untreated oak.

11
platforms with seating
COST PLANRiverside
ASSUMPTIONS

9
3

nr
nr

£600.00
£12,500.00

£5,400.00
£37,500.00

QUANTITY

UNIT (m / m2 / nr)

RATE

TOTAL

15

nr

£50.00

£750.00

85
220
500

m2
m2
m2

£7.00
£125.00
£24.00

£595.00
£27,500.00
£12,000.00

1
1
3
2000
6

nr
nr
nr
m2
nr

£750.00
£15,000.00
£3,100.00
£0.00
£7.00
£500.00

£750.00
£15,000.00
£9,300.00
£0.00
£14,000.00
£3,000.00

3
250
1

nr
m2
nr

£750.00
£24.00
£20,000.00

£2,250.00
£6,000.00
£20,000.00

3
20
5

nr
nr
nr

£650.00
£400.00
£2,900.00

£1,950.00
£8,000.00
£14,500.00

25
20

m2
m2

£45.00
TBC

£0.00
£1,125.00

2
5500

nr
m2

£4,000.00
TBC

£8,000.00

2000

m2

£0.40

£800.00

2

nr

£10,000.00

£20,000.00

50

nr

£12.00

£600.00

1
2
116

nr
nr
m

£15,000.00
£4,000.00
TBC

£15,000.00
£8,000.00

30
620
18
65

m
m2
m2
m2

TBC
£75.00
TBC
TBC

300
13

m2
nr

£25.00
£1,000.00

£7,500.00
£13,000.00

3

nr

£5,000.00
TOTAL

£15,000.00
£314,020.00

9
3

nr
nr

£600.00
£12,500.00

£5,400.00
£37,500.00

£46,500.00

1
2
12
3
13
4
5
6
7
8
9
14

Scottish larch timber decks on solid oak posts to form cantilevering timber deck viewing
platforms on riverside. 70m2 per deck, with timber handrail on river side (south edge), verticals
All costs noted are exclusive of VAT
at 1.5m centres, horizontal rails with no more than 100mm gaps.
All excavated material to be retained on site to form new mounding General
Park benches
Timber benches with arm and back rests. Untreated oak
The cost plan excludes management and maintenance costs beyond the end of the rectification period
Interpretation / information signage / Allowance for three installations forming a group at the enhanced entrance landscape. To be
The cost plan excludes woodland management of existing trees
park map
designed in detail in collaboration with local artist / children / interest or heritage group.
The cost plan excludes management or remediation
invasive
planting
species,
theinformation
Japanese knotweed
identified
Notionally aof
series
of totems
which
offerincluding
interpretive
as a locally
characterful and
The cost plan excludes disposal or remediation
of
contaminated
ground
distinguishable landmark, helping define the entrance while way marking and offering insights
The cost plan excludes new drainage infrastructure
into the local historic and natural heritage. Budget includes for engagement, design, consents,
The cost plan excludes professional feesfabrication and installation
The costgrowing
plan excludes
and site
investigation
Raised
beds specialist surveysTimber
raised
beds 1.2m x 1.2m x 600mm high

15

nr

£50.00

£750.00

15

Viewpoint feature landform

85

m2

£7.00

£595.00

Grassy mound landform on existing hard landscape area, terraced sides for seating. Sides
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RELEVANT FUNDING RESOURCES
THE FINNIS SCOTT FOUNDATION
Grants are available of between £500 and £10,000 to UK charities and
individuals in the areas of horticulture and plant sciences, as well as fine
art and art history.
www.finnis-scott-foundation.org.uk/apply-for-a-grant
THE HENRY SMITH CHARITY
Grant programmes designed to reduce social and economic disadvantage
in the UK. Priorities include empowering communities – strengthening
and connecting communities and making people feel valued, providing
opportunities for social connections and relationships, encouraging
participation and inclusion. Grant sizes are generally between £10,000 and
£60,000 and are for charities and not-for-profit organisations, including
social enterprises that are based and working in the UK. There are no
deadlines
www.henrysmithcharity.org.uk
GREGGS FOUNDATION - ENVIRONMENTAL GRANTS
Up to £2,000 to help organisations improve their local environment. Grants
may cover the purchase of equipment, sessional salary costs, purchase of
trees/plants, small capital projects and learning activities. The programme
is also interested in new approaches and innovative ideas as well as
sustainable approaches to supporting your local environment.
www.greggsfoundation.org.uk/grants
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WREN’S FCC SCOTTISH ACTION FUND
The FCC Scottish Action Fund provides funding under the Scottish Landfill
Communities Fund (SLCF), of grants between £2,000 and £100,000 to not
for profit organisations in Scotland, such as charities, community councils,
church or community organisations and voluntary groups. Priorities for
funding includes: Community based recycling, re-use and waste prevention
projects; Public Amenities and Parks (providing, maintaining or improving
a public park or other public amenity; and Biodiversity (the conservation
or promotion of biological diversity through the provision, conservation,
restoration or enhancement of a natural habitat or the maintenance or
recovery of a species in its natural habitat).
www.wren.org.uk/apply/fcc-scottish-action-fund
SUEZ COMMUNITIES TRUST (SCOTTISH LANDFILL COMMUNITIES FUND)
The SUEZ Trust is currently accepting applications from not-for-profit
organisations in Scotland. Grants are available for the same types of project
as the WREN FCC fund. The Primary Fund is for grants of up to £50,000, as
long as the project has an overall cost of less than £100,000. Smaller Project
Fund for grants of up to £20,000 as long as the project has an overall cost
of less than £20,000. Projects applying for Public Amenity, Biodiversity or
Historic Building funding must be on a site that is in the vicinity of a landfill
site or transfer station. Stage 1 applications are accepted at any time.
www.suezcommunitiestrust.org.uk/scotland
WEIR CHARITABLE TRUST
The aim of the Weir Charitable Trust is to support individuals, groups and
charities, based in Scotland and provide services in Scotland. Although
grants of up to £25,000 are available, the average grant is typically £3,500.
To be eligible for funding, proposals should fall within the following five
main areas: Health, Sport, Culture, Recreational Facilities, or Animal
Welfare. Applications are invited for projects and activities that improve
the quality of life for people wherever they are in Scotland. There are two
funding rounds per year.
weircharitabletrust.com/apply-now

BIG LOTTERY FUND
•

COMMUNITY-LED ACTIVITY
This funding aims to support communities to improve the places
they live and the wellbeing of those most in need. The funding is for
organisations that are based in the local area they serve and are run
by local people. (£10,000 - £150,000)

•

NATIONAL LOTTERY AWARDS FOR ALL SCOTLAND
This is for smaller organisations to get small amounts of funding for
community, arts and sports projects across the country. This funding
programme is a partnership between Big Lottery Fund Scotland,
sportscotland and Creative Scotland. (£300 - £10,000)

•

COMMUNITY ASSETS
This programme seeks to empower people to create strong and
resilient communities. This is achieved by helping communities to
acquire, manage or develop assets such as buildings or land (physical
assets). £10,000 - £1,000,000

www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/scotland
HERITAGE LOTTERY FUND
•

SHARING HERITAGE
This programme provides grants to discover and share your heritage.
(£3,000 - £10,000)

•

YOUNG ROOTS
This programme funds helps young people aged 11 – 25 to explore
their heritage from green spaces, museums and historic sites to
language, local memories and youth culture. (£10,000 - £50,000)

•

PARKS FOR PEOPLE
This programme helps to conserve the heritage that makes both
historic parks and cemeteries special. And it gives local people a say
in how they are managed in the future. Projects improve people’s
wellbeing and knowledge of their area, and make communities better
places to live, work and visit. (£100,000 - £5,000,000)

THE SCOTTISHPOWER FOUNDATION
Considers applications from registered charities and non-profit
organisations. Relevant themes to this masterplan project include - the
advancement of education / the advancement of environmental protection
or improvement / the advancement of the arts, heritage, culture or science.
Applications are encouraged between £25,000 - £250,000.
www.scottishpower.com/pages/applying_for_funding.aspx
AVIVA COMMUNITY FUND
Supports projects that will have a positive impact in the community. After a
public vote a judging panel awards the funds. Six categories of project are
considered:
• Health, disability and wellbeing
• Supporting the younger generation
• Supporting the older generation
• Sport in the community
• Environment
• Community Support
www.aviva.co.uk/good-thinking/community-fund/
FORESTRY COMMISSION SCOTLAND
Forestry Commission Scotland works to protect and expand Scotland’s
forests and to increase their value to society and the environment.
• The FCS Community Fund supports community groups and other
organisations that encourage people to use woods more.
• The FCS Woods In and Around Towns (WIAT) programme may also be
relevant to community groups.
scotland.forestry.gov.uk/supporting/strategy-policy-guidance/
communities/woods-in-and-around-towns-wiat

www.hlf.org.uk/looking-funding/our-grant-programmes
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION STRATEGY

m a i nt e n a n c e

No

ve

Fe
br
u

r

prepare mushroom logs

Active Trail
January
challenge

star-gazing

RSPB
Birdwatch

D J
MA

JJ

A

F

SO N

bat walks

geo-caching
kite building

Easter egg rolling
storytelling

harvest orchard fruit:
apples and plums

S ep

mini-highland
games

den
building

4-leaf clover
competition

harvest orchard fruit:
plums and cherries

wildflower
ID

summer BBQ
/ picnic

harvest strawberries
and raised bed edibles

June

July

t
us

annual pump track
maintenance session
wildflower plug
planting
Big Litter Pick... with
prizes and events

M

Au
g
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specimen / orchard
tree planting

orchard / specimen trees:
tree care day: check stakes
+ ties, water, and weed

water young orchard
and specimen trees

water young orchard
and specimen trees

wildflower seeding

April

er
temb

build bird
boxes

bulb planting
harvest mushrooms
from fungi logs

prune orchard trees

h
Marc

Octob
er

willow
weaving

Halloween Litter Pick
with prizes and events

deadhead and tidy up
bedding plants

e nts / e d u c a
ev
ti o
n

M

Involvement in the ongoing maintenance of
the park helps build a sense of ownership
which in turn reduces vandalism, and many
of the more recreational events can tie in
with ‘work days’.

ay

m

be

y
ar

Inspiration for the types of events and park
maintenance input which could be provided
by volunteers and local residents groups.

establish community / volunteer groups

various wildflower, herbaceous planting and tree planting projects get established

6
review all tree planting and
wildflower areas, revisit
strategy and objectives

start a community
composting facility

5
over-seed wildflower areas
to benefit biodiversity

apple harvest event:
with apple press

tree inspection and care

4
hands-on wildlife
gardening activity day

work with local groups and
associations to develop
Community Hub project

3

appoint part-time park ranger

apply for funding for parttime park ranger post

survey and record the number of
wildflower species established

2

orchard tree planting

annual Big Litter Pick event

community garden planting

1

build + install bird boxes
park edge specimen tree planting

bulb planting

specimen tree planting
herbaceous shrub planting

year

publicise and kick off the masterplan

project

SUGGESTED TIMELINE OF ONGOING COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

7

annual gardening workshops

celebrating the harvest, annual event
ongoing review and addition of amenities and facilities

funding applications for sub-project development
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MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME - NOTES FOR FUTURE PLANNING
SOFT LANDSCAPE
Item

Operation

1

ALL LAWN / GRASS MOUND AREAS

2

3

HARD LANDSCAPE
Frequency (per year)

Grass cutting and watering

21

Fertilise

2

Weed control - selective weed kill

70
68

Operation

5

SELF BINDING GRAVEL / PUMP TRACK

Frequency (per year)

Weeding

12

5

Repair ruts / fill loose areas

12

Edging

2

Repairs and replacement

as required

Scarifying / spiking

2

General litter removal

52

Leaf removal

6

Reinstatement of damaged lawns

as required

6

TREES / HERBACEOUS PLANTS / GRASSES

RUBBER PLAY SURFACE / RESIN BOUND GRAVEL
Weeding

12

Sweeping/washing down

12

Mechanical cleaning

4

Repairs and Replacement

as required

Watering

establishment only

Inspection for pests /disease

4

Maintaining loose mulch

2

Fertilise

2

Sweeping/washing down

12

Pruning, leaf and dead material removal etc.

2

Mechanical cleaning

2

Re-firming after strong winds, frost heave and other disturbances

as required

Weed control (hand weeding) mulching and forking around base

12

Repairs and replacement

as required

Reinstatement of damaged trees, herbaceous plants and grasses

as required

Checking underground guys

1

HEDGES

7

8

establishment only

Fertilise

2

Weed control (hand weeding), mulching and forking around base

4

Re-firming after strong winds, frost heave and other disturbances

as required

Reinstatement of damaged or dying plants

as required

Inspection for pests / diseases

1

Pruning, leaf and dead material removal etc.

5

COMMUNITY GROWING AREA
Watering

establishment only

Weed control/hand weeding, mulching and forking around base

4

Reinstatement of damaged or dying plants

as required

General litter removal

52

TIMBER VIEWING PLATFORMS

BENCHES AND SEATS
Cleaning, undertake any repairs

9

Watering

OPTIONAL - IF COMMUNITY GROWING AREA ESTABLISHED
4

Item

4

PLAY EQUIPMENT (SLIDES ON GRASS MOUNDS)
Check for sharp edges / damage, undertake any
repairs, mechanical cleaning

4

CASE STUDIES

‘THE SKELF’, EDINBURGH CITY CENTRE
WHAT’S A PUMP TRACK?
The Skelf has a large tarmac pump track. A pump
track is a continuous loop of “berms” (banked corners)
and “rollers” (smooth mounds) that you ride without
pedalling. The name “pump track” comes from the
pumping motion used by the rider’s upper and lower
body as they ride around the track. The idea of a pump
track is to use this pumping motion to maintain speed
around the track without pedalling. Pump tracks can
be ridden by cyclists of all ages and skill levels. You
don’t need a special kind of bicycle to ride on a pump
track BMX bikes, mountain bikes, kids bikes - even
scooters, rollerblades or skateboards can be used on
the pump track.
WHO’S INVOLVED?
Braidwood Bikepark Group: The Braidwood Bikepark
Group is a locally-based community group of local
residents, cyclists, community educators, and cycling
advocates, set up on a charitable basis to create a free,
open access bike park at the Braidwood.
The SKELF is the name of the facility, BBG is the name
of the group. The Skelf is a community owned, non
profit, open access, self managed resource. BBG run
regular trail building/maintenance volunteer sessions
where we look after the tracks and the woods.
FUNDING + PARTNERS
• The Legacy 2014 Active Places Fund - £76k
• The Neighbourhood Environmental Partnership £26k
• Tesco / GroundWorks - £8k
• South Central Neighbourhood Partnership - £5k
• Donated & In Kind Support - £17k
theskelf.org.uk
www.facebook.com/skelfedinburgh
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‘INTO THE WILD’, THE NETHERLANDS
WHAT’S INVOLVED?
The plan has an urban exterior and a wild natural interior, each space
contains a different type of play.
The formal exterior is a place for sports and structured ordered games,
while inside the ‘wild’ interior children are encouraged and free to construct
and create their own play spaces using natural materials.
A boundary “ribbon” between the two worlds wraps and protects the
interior, while adapting towards the exterior to allow games and integrate
traditional playground elements.
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GLOBAL GENERATION SKIP GARDEN, KINGS CROSS, LONDON

CASE STUDY - FRIENDS OF FIGGATE PARK, EDINBURGH

Global Generation is an urban garden that was founded in 2004. Designed
to be a moveable food growing garden, it is currently located on the Kings
Cross development site.

The Friends of Figgate Park is a group of volunteers who all share a love of
the Park and its wildlife. The group organises regular park clean ups and
general gardening and planting days, which makes this an interesting case
study as they blur the distinction between gardening and maintenance.

It offers training and employment opportunities through the garden
and associated café as well as outreach opportunities with the local
community, providing opportunities for local businesses and young people
to work on projects together.
Over the time period, over 100 people have achieved Horticulture and
Business BTECs and the charity is currently working with British Land on
co-delivery of its public realm in Canada Water.

Also of interest is the children’s group run once a month; Figgy Kids meets
on the first Monday of each month and offers a chance to get to know the
park, join in some conservation and gardening activities and meet other
local families. It’s a way of going past the usual individuals available to
volunteer, and again blurs fun with practical park improvements.
It’s this wider involvement and the sub-groups who meet with a shared
interest - whether young parents, gardening enthusiasts, bird watchers
or local historians - who initiate conservation and community projects in
the park.
www.figgatepark.org.uk
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APPENDIX A - QUESTIONNAIRES

ENGAGEMENT 1 - CONVERSATIONS WITH PARK USERS

HERBERTSHIRE CASTLE PARK
PARK COMMUNITY CONVERSATION 18th July 2017

We would like to understand the current pattern of use of Gala Park by interviewed users and collect opinions/
ideas /suggestions to improve the park experience and existing positive elements within the park.
1. What is your age? (Circle where appropriate)
<12

13-18

22-45

46-64

65+

Would rather not say

2. How often do you make use of the park? At what time of the day?
Daily
Weekly

Morning

Monthly

Afternoon

Once a Year

Evening

Never
3. What do you currently use the park for? Why do you use it this way? (Please describe)
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
4. What would you need to use the park more? (Please describe)
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
5. What part of the park would you be proud to show a visitor? What do you like the most? (Please describe)
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
6. If you could make changes to the park, what would they be? (Please describe)
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
7. What is your postcode? (used in an anonymous map of respondents only)
....................................................................................................
.
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ENGAGEMENT 2 - COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
HERBERTSHIRE CASTLE PARK: MASTERPLAN QUESTIONNAIRE

5.

Thank you for taking part in this questionnaire and for giving your feedback on the Herbertshire Castle Park proposed new
masterplan. This questionnaire is divided into 8 sections, where each number refers to an area within the proposed masterplan.
For each section please put a score and give your thoughts, positive and negative. We welcome your ideas!

VIEWPOINT/ GALA HILL Timber sleepers proposed to provide seating on the slopes with minimimal earthworks
required. Paths cut through the existing wildflower meadow formalising the desire line while retaining the new wildflower
project delivered by CGI and Falkirk Council.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) how would you rate this part of the masterplan?
Strongly Disagree

1.

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Please add any comments below:

PUMP TRACK Pump track designed for a variety of users (BMX, push bikes, skateboards, scooters etc.) to offer more for
young people. This alongside the thinning of trees could give more natural surveillance over this part of the park.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) how would you rate this part of the masterplan?
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

6.

Please add any comments below:

RIVER CARRON Improved accessibility (potential footbridge over lade) to River Carron whilst maintaining the natural river
corridor. New benches, potential for reinstatement of the weir, and interpretation panel are also proposed.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) how would you rate this part of the masterplan?
Strongly Disagree

2.

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Please add any comments below:

FOOTBALL PITCH A dedicated area of the park for football is proposed, framed with a low seating wall for spectators
around the edge. The boundary may not be completely enclosed but would provide a visible barrier, with signage
discouraging dogs to be allowed in this area. The lower pitch would become a more informal kick-about space, due to its
poor playability during winter football season months.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) how would you rate this part of the masterplan?

Disagree

7.

RAISED BEDS / COMMUNITY HUB Potential to install raised beds and plant with perennials, which with time could be
given over for community growing uses if there was demand e.g. as part of Falkirk’s Food Growing Strategy.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) how would you rate this part of the masterplan?
Strongly Disagree

Please add any comments below:

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Please add any comments below:

3.

PARK FACILITIES Relocated changing facilities and public toilets in purpose-built facility. Sensitively clad with timber to
sit within parkland environment. Located off Stirling Street to avoid putting pressure on Barnego Road.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) how would you rate this part of the masterplan?
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

8.

NATURE WALKS / ACTIVITY TRAIL New routes cut through existing woodland areas with outdoor gym /activity points as
a circuit through the park. Elements made from natural materials e.g. wood, in keeping with the natural environment.
Possibility to include solar lighting around this loop.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) how would you rate this part of the masterplan?

Please add any comments below:

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Please add any comments below:

4.

PARK EDGE Opening of park edge to bring more hard landscaping inspired by the River Carron into the Park boundary
and encourage circulation at all times of year. Small specimen trees (potential fruit bearing) are proposed, combined with
perennial planting and cobblestones inspired by the river.
On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) how would you rate this part of the masterplan?
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Please feel free to add any ADDITIONAL COMMENTS here:

Strongly Agree

Please add any comments below:
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PLEASE TURN OVER >

PLEASE NOW PLACE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE BOX. THANK YOU!

Extension of car parking provision using multiple naturalistic and integrated car parks
along park edge.

ENGAGEMENT 3 - STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP

Tree planting and perennial planting done with local youth groups and through schools,
particularly targeting young teenagers.
Through route access for Gala Day transportation maintained.

Name:

Community Group Representing:

RECOMMENDATION

AGREE DISAGREE COMMENT

1 PUMP TRACK

Name:

Community Group Representing:

RECOMMENDATION

AGREE DISAGREE COMMENT

Review of wall removal, possible to look at partial retention to increase sense of
enclosure.
1 PUMP TRACK
5 VIEWPOINT/GALA HILL

The proposed pump track would be designed as an inclusive area suitable for a range of
ages/users and sports types, not solely BMX users but also push bikes/skateboards etc.

The
proposed
pump
track support
would betodesigned
an inclusive
area suitable for a range of
Believe
there is
sufficient
take thisas
project
forward.
ages/users and sports types, not solely BMX users but also push bikes/skateboards etc.

Reduction in tree thinning on residential edge but some tree removal to open up existing
path link to pump track area to create a more inviting entrance into the space.

Resurfacing and enhancement of existing viewing platform to be incorporated into
Reduction
in tree thinning
on residential
edge butseating
some tree
to open
up existing
revised masterplan
including
additional inclusive
withremoval
back/arm
support.
path link to pump track area to create a more inviting entrance into the space.

Retain naturalistic pathway/area with potential seating for other users
Bins in area to encourage litter disposal.
Suggested that end users are involved in the design and construction of the new track so
that the new design reflects local need and young people feel involved in the design
process.

naturalistic pathway/area with potential seating for other users
6 Retain
RIVER CARRON
Accessible bridge over the lade with a hard surfaced clear/accessible route from the car
Bins
to encourage
disposal.weir. Loose surfacing may be used in other
park in
to area
the River
Carron bylitter
the existing
seating areas to retain the naturalistic feel of riverside seating.
Suggested that end users are involved in the design and construction of the new track so
that
the new design
need andwith
young
people
feelgroups/Council
involved in the before
design
Reinstatement
of thereflects
Weir tolocal
be discussed
local
fishing
process.
proceeding.
7 RAISED BEDS/COMMUNITY HUB

2 FOOTBALL PITCH
Phased approach to football pitch delivery whereby re-designation of lower pitch to an
informal kick-about area is triggered by the completed installation of 3G/4G pitches
elsewhere. If 3G/4G pitches are not delivered then it is proposed that the top pitch is
resurfaced with a more durable, playable surface for year round use.
Lower pitch - fence removal is proposed if approved by the football league.
Dog walkers encouraged to care for upper pitch and exercise particular vigilance re dog
fouling through the use of dog bins at pitch entrances and signage reminding park users
that the area is used for football and to look after the space.
Cost proposal to be sought for improving drainage on both pitches to be sought so this
can be reviewed and addressed in order of priority.

3 PARK FACILITIES
Location of facilities to be reviewed at Stakeholder meeting.
Recommended that facilities should be locked and managed, with day time hours only for
general public. Discussion with Falkirk Council required.

4 PARK EDGE

2 FOOTBALL PITCH
Evidence for demand required before installing raised beds at such as scale.
Phased approach to football pitch delivery whereby re-designation of lower pitch to an
Potential
installationarea
of a is
community
hub on park
edge with
a small
informal kick-about
triggered cafe/kiosk/meeting
by the completed installation
of 3G/4G
pitches
number
of raised
beds
to supply
cafe.
elsewhere.
If 3G/4G
pitches
are not
delivered then it is proposed that the top pitch is
resurfaced with a more durable, playable surface for year round use.
Removal of high fence with potential reconfiguration of pitches (not reduction in short
term)
allow
for additional
parking/community
in the league.
park.
Lowerto
pitch
- fence
removal car
is proposed
if approved facilities
by the football
Dog walkers encouraged to care for upper pitch and exercise particular vigilance re dog
8 NATURE
WALKS/ACTIVITY
TRAIL
fouling through
the use of
dog bins at pitch entrances and signage reminding park users
that the area is used for football and to look after the space.
Recommended that activity stations to be designed/constructed with local youth groups
to
deter
vandalism.
Cost
proposal
to be sought for improving drainage on both pitches to be sought so this
can be reviewed and addressed in order of priority.
In-ground lighting proposed for main circular route only, not woodland to prevent impact
on bats whilst improving sense of safety for evening users.
3 PARK FACILITIES
Inclusive design to cater for all user groups to be encouraged.
Location of facilities to be reviewed at Stakeholder meeting.
COMMENTS
9 ADDITIONAL
Recommended
that facilities should be locked and managed, with day time hours only for
general public. Discussion with Falkirk Council required.

4 PARK EDGE

Extension of car parking provision using multiple naturalistic and integrated car parks
along park edge.

Extension of car parking provision using multiple naturalistic and integrated car parks
along park edge.

Tree planting and perennial planting done with local youth groups and through schools,
particularly targeting young teenagers.

Tree planting and perennial planting done with local youth groups and through schools,
particularly targeting young teenagers.

Through route access for Gala Day transportation maintained.

Through route access for Gala Day transportation maintained.

Review of wall removal, possible to look at partial retention to increase sense of
enclosure.

Review of wall removal, possible to look at partial retention to increase sense of
enclosure.

5 VIEWPOINT/GALA HILL

5 VIEWPOINT/GALA HILL

Believe there is sufficient support to take this project forward.

Believe there is sufficient support to take this project forward.

Resurfacing and enhancement of existing viewing platform to be incorporated into
revised masterplan including additional inclusive seating with back/arm support.

Resurfacing and enhancement of existing viewing platform to be incorporated into
revised masterplan including additional inclusive seating with back/arm support.
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APPENDIX B - CODING - PREVIOUS CONSULTATION
KEY QUESTION ASKED AT
CONSULTATION

TYPE OF CONSULTATION

Name of Consultants, Consulted Users, Year

Age profile

Age
Number
<12
25
13-18
8
22-45
22
46-64
19
65+KEY QUESTION
6 ASKED AT
Nil
4
CONSULTATION
Grand Total
84

TYPE OF CONSULTATION

The event
Age
profilewas pitched as a family
event, and with the nature of the
activities available on the day, the
profile of
COMMUNITY GREEN INITIATIVE under 12s and 22-45, 46-64 age
PARK EVENT : OCTOBER 2011 categories is not surprising.

Name of Consultants, Consulted Users, Year

It is observed that the
demographics are heavily
influenced by the community event
taking place that day, which
attracted mostly families with
OBSERVATIONS children.
It could be interesting to keep a
record of demographics during our
community engagement to male
sure we involve a wider spectrum
of ages. This wouldn't be a
repetition, but rather a
consolidation of previous and
OPPORTUNITIES for NEW CONSULTATION current data.

KEY QUESTION ASKED AT
CONSULTATION

Area profile of consulted users

Area
Number
Dunipace
84
Denny
24
Nil
9
Fankerton
2
Grangemouth 1
Longcroft
1
Polmont
1
Stoneywood
1 ASKED AT
KEY QUESTION
Grand Total
84
CONSULTATION
With the park location, and the
community
focus onusers
Area
profilegroup's
of consulted
Dunipace and Denny, the profile is
self-explanatory. Though, there were
visitors from further afield who were
intersted in the park and the
community event.

KEY QUESTION ASKED AT CONSULTATION

KEY QUESTION ASKED AT CONSULTATION

How often do you use the park?

QUESTION
ASKED Never
AT CONSULTATION
Age
Weekly KEYDaily
Monthly
Nil
Once a Year
<12
10
11
4
13-18
2
6
22-45often do you11
4
2
3
2
How
use the park?
46-64
2
4
5
1
2
5
65+
3
1
1
1
Nil
1
2
1
29
27
13
2
5
8

What time do you go to the park?

Grand Total
25
8
22
19
6
4
84

It is observed how
respondents/attendees mostly come
Whilst it is useful to know the current pattern on usage of the park during the day, it
from Dunipace and Denny with minor At the moment, from the limited set of data we have, it appears that the park is mostly visited on a would be useful to know WHY the users are only using it at specific times. Could it
cases of visitors from further afield.
weekly basis, with slightly lower frequency for daily and monthly visitors.
be a general perception about safety? Or personal schedules?

Having an additional record of area
profiles would show if the this trend
of visitors being only local has
changed since 2011 and could be an There is an opportunity here, in terms of further engagement to understand WHY individuals are
interested baseline to show the need currently using the park at the frequency that they do, WHY they are doing so and WHAT should
for tourism promotion of the park.
change for them to use the park more often

- What would you add/change to encourage you to use the park more frequently?

Potential New Questions
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KEY QUESTION
ASKED AT
CONSULTATION
Age
Afternoon
Evening
Morning
Nil
Grand Total
<12
22
2
1
25
13-18
2
2
4
8
22-45
13
4
2
3
22
What time do you go to the park?
46-64
8
5
2
4
19
65+
2
2
2
6
Nil
2
1
4
49
16
10
9
84

We could ask WHY users are using the park at a specific time of the day and what
would encourage them to use the park more at all times of the day?

- Why are you visit the park on a weekly/monthly etc basis rather than a daily basis?

- Why are you using the park at this specific time of the day rather than on
mornings/evenings etc?

- If you came here with a friend, what would you show them first, what would you show them last,
what would you add?

- What would you encourage you to use the park moe during the whole day?
(possible list of practical elements that can be pinned on the map)

Name of Consultants, Consulted Users, Year

Suggestions sought by Falkirk Council for the allocation of part of the £100,000 budget on the 7 core parks
within the area. Herbertshire Park is one of these

Falkirk Council Consultation June/July 2012 (CGI CGI Submission to Falkirk Council
Response) NB The comments are based on Community Consultations by CGI held during 2011 and 2012 (questionnaire results
submitted) and ii discussions at CGI meetings.
• Remove old shelter-belt fencing and hedges- CGI is in favour. This would guarantee easier access to the woodland
when litter picking and for leisure. This would also discourage underage drinking.
• Litter has been highlighted as a problem in the park over a number of years,.
• Selectively thin and remove parts of over-mature shelter belt - CGI is in favour
• Better management of the trees is a major theme from the consultations. Some areas have been provisionally identified.
• Discuss the use of any thinned timber (see note below about Community Projects).
• Replant shrub area near Stirling Road - CGI considers this should be part of Falkirk Council on-going park maintenance
and not be funded from the additional allocation of funds that is being consulted on.
• New seats near Stirling Road - CGI is in favour of additional seating in the park. However it is not in favour of new seats
near Stirling Street at present. Riverside overlooking the River Carron as preferred site.
• Improvements to signposting – CGI is in favour of this as at present there are no signs in the park.
Additional CGI Observations/Suggestions
• Additional litter bins for the park would be beneficial, as litter is highlighted as a top ‘dislike’ in the park.
• Improved access within the park, especially for the disabled eg a path directly from the car park to the existing path
network.
• Community Projects – Our Consultation has shown that the local community is in favour of Community Projects.eg.
use of the thinned trees, art sculptures from vegetation. Wood from tree thinning should be retained as potential build
material for an adventure park or for sale/funding. Change for volunteering.
Falkirk Council Consultation June/July 2012 (Falkirk GENERAL COMMENTS on Consultation already taking place and responses
Council response to the completed questionnaires) • from CGI: Interested in Community Projects, with used of thinned trees for art and volunteer projects. Too risky to use
thinned timber for community projects due to liability. Interest in volunteer projects noted.
• from Communities Along the Carron Association: interest in utilise the river, improving woodland along it have
signage boards. To be considered at a masterplan stage.
• from Denny and Dunipace YMCA: Potential in the YMCA Hall for community purposes. Noted
• from Carronvale Tenants and Residents Association: Financial inputs from Coulcil are welcome. Noted
REMOVE OLD SHELTER BELT FENCING
• Denny Community Council, Communities Along the Carron Association and CTRA all AGREE.
THINNING OR REMOVAL OF SHELTER BELT
• Denny Community Council, CGI, CATCA, YMCA, CTRA and Clrr McCabe all AGREE with additionall suggestions.
Council will consider suggestions for masterplanning and additional projects.
REPLANT SHRUB AREA ALONG STIRLING ROAD (street?)
• Denny Community Council, CGI, CATCACllr McCabe, POSTPONED as a future option at masterplan level.
NEW SEATS NEAR STIRLING ROAD (street?)
• Denny Community Council, CGI, CATCA, YMCA, CTRA and Clrr McCabe. In favour of new seating but at
MASTERPLANNING LEVEL with a CHANGE OF LOCATION
SIGNPOSTING
• CGI. AGREE
CGI appears to have a clear idea of what of the proposed changes would or wouldn't benefit the park.
Some of these changes did take place (thinning of trees, accessible paths, litter bins).
OBSERVATIONS Emerging need from the consulted group got a Masterplan strategy for the park. Most proposed changes welcomed
It could be interested, during the community engagement process, to analyse whether the problem flagged up by CGI at
this consultation are still perceived by the community.
OPPORTUNITIES for NEW CONSULTATION Key words can be taken from here.
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Name of Consultants, Consulted Users, Year

Why do you usually go to the
park? (Tally 3)

COMMUNITY GREEN INITIATIVE Use swing park
PARK EVENT : OCTOBER 2011 Meet friends
Cycle
Sledge
Use Paths
Walk dog
Play football
Jog / run
Experience wildlife
Other
Fish in river

32
22
22
20
19
16
16
12
11
3
0

What do you like most about the park? (Open ended
question with answered classified in broad themes)
Open greenspace
Swingpark
Nil
Natural habitat
Football parks
Meeting place
Cycling
Paths
Accessibility
History
Safety
Grand Total

What do you like least about the park? Or what do you like the least of the proposed student
masterplans?(Open ended question with answered classified in broad themes)

29
16
12
8
5
4
3
3
2
1
1
84

Nil
19
Dog fouling
18
Trees on hill
13
Litter
8
Other
6
Slide
4
Poor lighting
3
Anti social behaviour 3
Football parks
2
Lack of seating
2
Neglect
2
Trees on top park
1
Lack of identity
1
The responses are equally sorted by age category, and not Lack of facilities
1
unsurprisingly, the under 12s enjoy the use of the swingpark Trees along riverbank 1
and football parks, whilst those in the old age category
Grand Total
84
enjoy the open green space (and ensuring the kids play
safely in the swing park)
The responses are equally sorted by age category. Dog fouling is top of the 'dislike' list and amongst all
respondents. The trees on the hill were disliked by the older members of the community who will
PLEASE NOTE: These results are also categorised by
remember the split level park prior to the trees being planted, and thus have an alternative view of the
age. If needed see PDF
trees on the hill.Part of the trees on the slope between the 2 football pitches have since been remove
opening the view.

What would you change about the park to make it better?( 3 answers per person then classified in
broad themes, or student responses)
Create more facilities
Better tree management / thin trees
Create cycle paths
Other
Landscape / Enhance natural wildlife habitat
Improve trails
Deal with litter
Create community facilities
Manage dog fouling
Create skate park
Improve lighting
Improve football park/facilities
More benches
Create park identity
Improve/Enhance swing park
Tackle anti-social behaviour
Provide toilet facilities
Grand Total

The responses are equally sorted by age category. Create more facilities is a bit of an open statement, and
can only be taken that the park has potential to provide 'more' for the community along the lines of the
other categories listed.

PLEASE NOTE: These results are also categorised by age. If needed see PDF
CGI and Edinburgh University (ESALA). October 2011

Main emerging themes from student plans:
Path/Cycle track 21
Misc 20
Riverside path/boardwalk 18
Treetop walk 17
Woodland Management 15
Sports area 12
Community Allotments/Orchard 11
Community space 10
Formal Garden - Entrance 9
River crossing 9
Formal Garden - Castle 9
Swing park 8
Huts 8
BMX 8
Wetland 7
River path/boardwalk 7
Biodiversity 6
Art work 6
Bird hide 5
Seating/picnic area 4
Lighting 3
Meadow 3
Avenue trees 2
Skate Park 2

Gala Park, Feedback for ESALA Student Projects. 2012
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TOP THEMES, COMMUNITY SURVEY

• Dangerous river walkways

• River Boardwalk/Platform 19
• Tree walk 15
• Winter/Hillside garden 11
• BMX track/Skatepark 11
• Tree redisegn 10
• Foot/Cycle paths 9
• Wildflower Meadow/Biodiversity 9
• Orchard/Allotments 9
• Huts 8
• Castle Garden
7
• Sports and football field 7
• Community Projects/Vegetables
7
• (Woodland and regular) Paths 7
• Playpark 7
• Lookouts/spectator slope 6
• Art works 6
• Entrance Garden 5
• Bird hide 5
• Bridge 5
• Toilets / Changing Rooms 4
• Wetland 4
• Fishing deck 3
• 10-year plan 3
• Stepping stones 3
• Flood plain 3
• Multi Use areas 3
• Lighting 3
• Mixed Woodland 2
• Community gatherings/event spaces 2
• Seating 2
• River restoration 2
• Picnic area 2
• Tennis court 2
• Raised pathway
1
• Screening of football park 1
• Zipslide 1
• Adventure area 1

• No motor bikes

TOP THEMES, PRIMARY SCHOOL
• BMX/cycle track
41
• High/tree/forest Walk 26
• Foorball Park 22
• Slide 16
• Adventure/Activity Area 14

• No allotments, nor more treesAny sports on lower area
• Boardwalks - too dangerous and high maintenance
• Not enough focus on alternative park uses other than for football
• Dangerous river walkways
• No perceived demand for tennis courts
• Playpark at the river

20
19
15
12
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
6
5
4
2
2
152

TOP THEMES, COMMUNITY SURVEY
• River Boardwalk/Platform 19
• Tree walk 15
• Winter/Hillside garden 11
• BMX track/Skatepark 11
• Tree redisegn 10
• Foot/Cycle paths 9
• Wildflower Meadow/Biodiversity 9
• Orchard/Allotments 9
• Huts 8
• Castle Garden
7
• Sports and football field 7
• Community Projects/Vegetables
7
• (Woodland and regular) Paths 7
• Playpark 7
• Lookouts/spectator slope 6
• Art works 6
• Entrance Garden 5
• Bird hide 5
• Bridge 5
• Toilets / Changing Rooms 4
• Wetland 4
• Fishing deck 3
• 10-year plan 3
• Stepping stones 3
• Flood plain 3
• Multi Use areas 3
• Lighting 3
• Mixed Woodland 2
• Community gatherings/event spaces 2
• Seating 2
• River restoration 2
• Picnic area 2
• Tennis court 2
• Raised pathway
1
• Screening of football park 1
• Zipslide 1
• Adventure area 1
TOP THEMES, PRIMARY SCHOOL
• BMX/cycle track
41
• High/tree/forest Walk 26
• Foorball Park 22
• Slide 16
• Adventure/Activity Area 14
• River Walk 13
• Art Sculptures 13
• Grass sledging 12

Gala Park, Feedback for ESALA Student Projects. 2012

Falkirk Council Consultation June/July 2012 (CGI Response)

Park 2track
•Skate
BMX/cycle
41
• High/tree/forest Walk 26
•TOP
Foorball
Park COMMUNITY
22
THEMES,
SURVEY
• Slide 16
Adventure/Activity
Area 1419
•• River
Boardwalk/Platform
•• Tree
Riverwalk
Walk 15
13
Art Sculptures garden
13
•• Winter/Hillside
11
Grasstrack/Skatepark
sledging 12
•• BMX
11
Stepping
stones 10 12
•• Tree
redisegn
Zip wire 12
•• Foot/Cycle
paths 9
Skate park Meadow/Biodiversity
11
•• Wildflower
9
Swing Park 9
•• Orchard/Allotments
9
Woodland
•• Huts
8 Huts 9
Castle Garden
Park 7 7
•• Castle
Plants/flowers
•• Sports
and football7 field 7
Sand area Projects/Vegetables
7
•• Community
7
•• (Woodland
Huts
7 and regular) Paths 7
Rope Climbing
6
•• Playpark
7
Meadow 5
•• Lookouts/spectator
slope 6
Bridge
(for fishing
etc) 3
•• Art
works
6
Tennis Garden
3
•• Entrance
5
Wetland
•• Bird
hide 35
Play areas5 3
•• Bridge
•• Toilets
Garden/ Hut
2
Changing Rooms 4
Timber Deck
•• Wetland
4 2
Toilets deck
2
•• Fishing
3
•• 10-year
Community
planrooms
3 1
Changingstones
room 1 3
•• Stepping
•• Flood
Plans plain
1
3
Wildlife
Centre
•• Multi
Use
areas 13
• Lighting 3
• Mixed Woodland 2
• Community gatherings/event spaces
• Seating 2
• River restoration 2
• Picnic area 2
• Tennis court 2
• Raised pathway
1
• Screening of football park 1
• Zipslide 1
• Adventure area 1

• Dangerous river walkways
• No motor bikes
• No allotments, nor more treesAny sports on lower area
• Boardwalks - too dangerous and high maintenance
• Not enough focus on alternative park uses other than for football
• Dangerous river walkways
• No perceived demand for tennis courts
• Playpark at the river

• Flood plain 3
• Multi Use areas 3
• Lighting 3
• Mixed Woodland 2
• Community gatherings/event spaces
• Seating 2
• River restoration 2
• Picnic area 2
• Tennis court 2
• Raised pathway
1
• Screening of football park 1
• Zipslide 1
• Adventure area 1

2

• BMX/cycle track
41
• High/tree/forest Walk 26
• Foorball Park 22
• Slide 16
• Adventure/Activity Area 14
• River Walk 13
• Art Sculptures 13
• Grass sledging 12
• Stepping stones 12
• Zip wire 12
• Skate park 11
• Swing Park 9
• Woodland Huts 9
• Castle Park 7
• Plants/flowers
7
• Sand area 7
• Huts
7
• Rope Climbing 6
• Meadow 5
• Bridge (for fishing etc) 3
• Tennis 3
• Wetland 3
• Play areas 3
• Garden Hut 2
• Timber Deck 2
• Toilets
2
• Community rooms 1
• Changing room 1
• Plans 1
• Wildlife Centre 1

Falkirk Council Consultation June/July 2012 (CGI Response)

Again, useful to know these
clusters of activities. It is
mentioned on the document that
a map was used with posts its. It
would have been visually useful
for the masterplan to know
where these activities take place
and if there is enough provision
in the park to satisfy the
OBSERVATIONS demand.

Once again, very useful to know in broad terms what users perceive to be lacking in the park. This
consultation was an early stage process, hence the broad themes. It would be helful however to geo-locate
these suggestions and have more specific answers in terms of what is needed.
There appears to be a conceptual gap between the more abstract aspirations emerging from the
2011 community consultation and the students concrete response in terms of facilities. The
community was involved in rating the student's responses. these responses were listed from the
highest in popularity down. We decided to cluster these themes keeping the same stakeholder
groups in the document (community stakeholders and primary school children), this can provide
an intereting compatison in terms of the cluster mapping of priorities. Based on the data supplied,
Very useful, but once again, it would be useful to know
It is important to have these broad thematics directly suggested by the interviewed users. However, geo we are taking these key words emerging as main themes. It is to be noted that these were collected
WHY these are the preferred activities and how the positive locating these statements would prove useful to create a more effective masterplan. This can be
in 2011-2012 and there might have been changes in the meantime. Equally, theway these themes
aspects of them can be amlified to attract more visitors and achieved asking, during further consultation, WHY and WHERE these activities were picked and how
were prioritised by the consulted stakeholders might have been influenced by the visual language
give a more positive feel to the park?
the negative effects can be limited.
adopted in each of the student presentations.

It would be useful to visually
cluster and quantify these types
of activities around the park and
It would be useful to locate on a map WHERE these positive
to understand whether there is
activities take place and how their positive character could
enough provision already for
be expanded in the area?
As above. useful to locate negative elements on map to shape a more effective masterplan.
OPPORTUNITIES
for
NEW
CONSULTATION
them.
June/July 2012 (Falkirk Council response to the completed questionnaires)
- Locate on the map where you
do these activities.
- Are there enough facilities in
the park for you to carry out
these activities?
- If not, where would you locate
Potential New Questions additional facilities?

2

TOP THEMES, PRIMARY SCHOOL
• BMX/cycle track
41
• High/tree/forest Walk 26
• Foorball Park 22
• Slide 16
• Adventure/Activity Area 14
• River Walk 13
• Art Sculptures 13
• Grass sledging 12
• Stepping stones 12
• Zip wire 12
• Skate park 11
• Swing Park 9
• Woodland Huts 9
• Castle Park 7
• Plants/flowers
7
• Sand area 7
• Huts
7
• Rope Climbing 6
• Meadow 5
• Bridge (for fishing etc) 3
• Tennis 3
• Wetland 3
• Play areas 3
• Garden Hut 2
• Timber Deck 2
• Toilets
2
• Community rooms 1
• Changing room 1
• Plans 1
• Wildlife Centre 1

TOP THEMES, PRIMARY SCHOOL

June/July 2012 (Falkirk Council response to the completed questionnaires)

• Slide 16
• Adventure/Activity Area 14
• River
Walk 13
TOP
THEMES,
COMMUNITY SURVEY
Art Sculptures
13
•• River
Boardwalk/Platform
19
Grasswalk
sledging
•• Tree
15 12
•• Winter/Hillside
Stepping stones
12 11
garden
Zip wire
12
•• BMX
track/Skatepark
11
Skateredisegn
park 1110
•• Tree
Swing Parkpaths
9 9
•• Foot/Cycle
Woodland Huts
9
•• Wildflower
Meadow/Biodiversity
9
Castle Park 7
•• Orchard/Allotments
9
Plants/flowers
7
•• Huts
8
Sand area
•• Castle
Garden7
7
Huts and
7 football field 7
•• Sports
Rope Climbing
6
•• Community
Projects/Vegetables
7
Meadow and
5 regular) Paths 7
•• (Woodland
Bridge (for fishing
etc) 3
•• Playpark
7
•• Lookouts/spectator
Tennis 3
slope 6
Wetland
•• Art
works 36
Play areasGarden
3
•• Entrance
5
•• Bird
Garden
Hut
2
hide 5
Timber Deck
2
•• Bridge
5
•• Toilets
Toilets / Changing
2
Rooms 4
Community4rooms 1
•• Wetland
Changing
room 3 1
•• Fishing
deck
•• 10-year
Plans plan
1
3
Wildlife Centre
•• Stepping
stones 1 3

- Locate on the map where you do these activities.
- Are there enough facilities in the park for you to carry out
these activities?
- If not, where would you locate additional facilities?

In the student feedback ipdf it is not obvious whether these main emerging themes are classified by
community vote or by frequency they appear of student masterplans.
For the moment we are assuming they come from the direct feedback of the community,
As above. useful to locate these suggestions on map to shape a more effective masterplan.
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- Where are these activities taking place?
- What do you think is needed to mitigate these negative aspects? Can you geo locate this?

- Where are these activities taking place?
- Could you geolocate these improvements?

APPENDIX C - CODING - ENGAGEMENT EVENT 1
HOW OFTEN
AGE PROFIL
DO YOU USE
E
THE PARK?
Questionnaire
Would Rather
Number
<12 13-18 22-45 46-64 65+ Not Say
Daily

AT WHAT
TIME OF
THE DAY?
Once A
Weekly Monthly Year
Never Morning

WHAT DO YOU CURRENTLY USE
THE PARK FOR? (Colour code
according to Colour Key)

WHY DO YOU USE IT THIS
WAY? (Colour code according to
Colour Key)

WHAT WOULD YOU NEED TO USE
THE PARK MORE? (Colour code
according to Colour Key)

WHAT PART OF THE PARK WOULD
YOU PROUD TO SHOW TO A VISITOR?
WHAT DO YOU LIKE THE
MOST? (Colour code according to
Colour Key)

IF YOU COULD MAKE CHANGES TO
THE PARK WHAT WOULD THEY
BE? (Colour code according to Colour
Key)

POSTCODES of
PARTICIPANTS

Afternoon Evening
We come here to hang out + watch the
football. We watch it from the hill or from
the sidelines. Football is the best thing
about the park.

#1

The zip wire (flying fox) in the play park
is broken, I'd change that.

Denny

It's disjointed and needs pulling
together.
I'd like to see the park appreciated for
it's natural beauty. Make it simple, cut
into the trees and remove the fencing.
Have to find a balance that suits
everybody.
The bottom field floods all the time
because it was cut down to create a
level area for a pitch - it didn't use to
flood but it does now.

#2
#3

Walking

Connect the tarmac areas of Footpath

The King's tree

Thinning the trees for connection and
long views

Like the woodland + paths which are all
working + biodiversity.

The paths are good although there is
rubbish laying around (packaging, slabs,
metal poles) which are dangerous for
kids. Would put more things in the
woods for children to play.
Denny

FK6 6LW (Denny)

#4

#5
Depends
on school
schedule

#6
#6

Depends
on school
schedule

Walking through it to go to the playpark.

More lighting.

Walking and using the playpark

Usage depends on school schedule

I would like to use the football pitch
more but I am intimidated by the adults
using it.

Walking and using the playpark

Usage depends on school schedule

Intimidated by high school children
vandalising everything.

Exploring, walking up and down the
slope

We are new to the area so we come
weekly to explore the park.

We need more play equipment because
a lot of things are broken.

I would like to use it in the evening to
walk the dog but when I get back from
work it's often too dark.

The grass and meadows are good. It's a
good place for walking and for the
More lighting and fenced off area for dogswoodland.

I drive down this road all the time but
would never think to come in to see
people. There's also no sign, nothing to
tell me there is a castle behind the
trees.

A map would be good.

I use the park to walk the dog and not
much else

I don't know what to say about the park
but I feel that some of the changes don't
work. You used to be able to sit on the
hill, do egg rolling, sledging, It is a
natural amphitheatre but you cannot use
it that way. I don't mind wildflowers but it
could be stepped or sloped down so
that people could use it for it's original
purpose. Some of the changes have not
made it better.It is the main park in the
area so we need to make the most out
of it.

The slope and the meadows.

Strawberries and a glasshouse to grow
plants. A playpark and pond for older
children.

Denny

Skatepark near the football pitch.

Denny

Ligthing and a fenced off area to let the
dog off the leash. Bins for dog poo.

Stoneywood

#7
#8

#9

#10

#11

Would
like but
feels it's
sometim
es too
dark
Dog walking mainly.

We don't currently use the park

Dog Walking

It use to be more like an amphitheatre,
so you could watch the football and the
slope is terraced in stages.

#12

On the hill, do egg rolling, sledging,
natural amphitheatre . I don't mind
wildflowers but it could be stepped or
sloped down so that people could use it
for it's original purpose.
I love seeing the trees here. It's a nice
spot and you get a lot of sun here.

This park used to be all open.

#13
We find that it's difficult getting the kids
into the park to enjoy it. there isn't really
a space for teenagers to hang out. Or
Mostly in the evening because of
those who do tend to be of the wrong
schedule unless there are events/or
kind so it's finding appealing for other
similar on. We used the park more when kids and teenagers. We would also like
the daughter was in primary school.
to see better connections.

#14

Performance space for music and acting. Denny

#15
#16

#17

Use it to play with the children (on the
football pitch).

I like the fencing because it allows me to
stay with the children here and it makes
it safe for the children. Also there is no
dog poo here which is good.

Would like the containers not to be such
an eye-sore. Would like more playing
equipment on the same side of the
football pitch so there is no need to go
to the opposite side with small children.

Like the fenced area because it is safe for
children and it is clean.
it's a lovely park and good for children.
Like the meadows as they are good to
play on, especially with good weather.

#18

Denny
Dunipace

#19

Dunipace

#20

The BMX track should be usable, and
have more cycling facilities. Also more
places to go with small children. More
activities on the slope.

Quite like the daisies on the slope
although I wish there were more activities
on the slope. The community around here BMX to be reinstated. More things to do
is good and we all take care of the park
on your bike (paths etc). More fenced
and pick up dog poo.
space for small children to play in.
Dunipace

The BMX track should be usable, and
have more cycling facilities. Also more
places to go with small children. More

Quite like the daisies on the slope
although I wish there were more activities
on the slope. The community around here BMX to be reinstated. More things to do
is good and we all take care of the park
on your bike (paths etc). More fenced
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Picnics with the children, we use it
according to weather. All our friends
come over here with their children.

Picnics with the children, we use it
according to weather. All our friends

Mostly based on the weather.

Use it to play with the children (on the
football pitch).

#17

I like the fencing because it allows me to
stay with the children here and it makes
it safe for the children. Also there is no
dog poo here which is good.

Would like the containers not to be such
an eye-sore. Would like more playing
equipment on the same side of the
football pitch so there is no need to go
to the opposite side with small children.

children and it is clean.
it's a lovely park and good for children.
Like the meadows as they are good to
play on, especially with good weather.

Denny

#18

Dunipace

#19

Dunipace

#20

Picnics with the children, we use it
according to weather. All our friends
come over here with their children.

Mostly based on the weather.

The BMX track should be usable, and
have more cycling facilities. Also more
places to go with small children. More
activities on the slope.

Quite like the daisies on the slope
although I wish there were more activities
on the slope. The community around here BMX to be reinstated. More things to do
is good and we all take care of the park
on your bike (paths etc). More fenced
and pick up dog poo.
space for small children to play in.
Dunipace

#21

Picnics with the children, we use it
according to weather. All our friends
come over here with their children.

Mostly based on the weather.

The BMX track should be usable, and
have more cycling facilities. Also more
places to go with small children. More
activities on the slope.

Quite like the daisies on the slope
although I wish there were more activities
on the slope. The community around here BMX to be reinstated. More things to do
is good and we all take care of the park
on your bike (paths etc). More fenced
and pick up dog poo.
space for small children to play in.
Dunipace

More playing facilities

The river!

More equipment in the playpark or
around the park and more things to do
along the river.

Denny

The river!

More equipment in the playpark or
around the park and more things to do
along the river.

Denny

The river!

More equipment in the playpark or
around the park and more things to do
along the river.

Denny

The views from the top of the hill. The
riverside.

Tree removal and plant specimen trees.
Open up the park to allow greater use of
the park for various activities. Ensure
that the park is flexible to accomodate
different activities.
FK6 6HR (Denny)

The river, the information panels,
wildlife/environment.

Toilets included in the park. Outdoor
wooden child's play area in trees. Adult
gym. Improve access to the rive, but
keep it hidden. Better football changing
facilities, perhaps with a 'living' roof?
Wooden outdoor stage.

#22

with
school
hols

#23

with
school
hols

#24

with
school
hols

#25

#26

#27

Football, playpark

Football, playpark

More playing facilities

Football, playpark

More playing facilities

Remove the trees and plant specimen
trees to improve the aesthetics and
views.

Walking
Sometim
es on On Gala
weekend
Day
s

To enjoy the night sky - as a good
darkness. The Bats, the River, gentle
walks. yearly Gala Day.

To enjoy the night sky - as a good
darkness. The Bats, the River, gentle
walks. yearly Gala Day.

Toilet facilities. Seating.
Walking/viewing platform over the river.

I'd be proud to show the park once the
Nothing. Keep it simple. It doesn't need football fence is removed and the hideos
bells and whistles, it needs to be simpler changing rooms. The riverbank is
to appreciate its natural beauty.
gorgeous.

Walking

FK6 6LN (Denny)

Community allotments behind the shops
(old Post office). Removal of the football
fence+ changing rooms, oerhaps move
to the top park out of eyesight.
FK6 6PF

Poo bags and bins for dog poo.
Dangerous broken glass t obe removed
by the childrens park. Regular
sweeping.

#28

More lighting as it is dark during the
winter.
Safer paths as they get slippy in
summer.
Regular sweeping and have recycling
facilities by Chilli Hut.
Sitting on the edge of the lower football
pitch.
More to do for teenagers.
Add more facilities to increase usage.

Dog walking

It is a good park it just isn't used enough
(increase usage of park). Cut the
wildflower meadow.

#29

#30

Son has football training in park so
when he is there 3x times a week
members of the family join him for the
duration and walk along.

Son has football training in park so
when he is there 3x times a week
members of the family join him for the
duration and walk along.

I would like to visit more often and have
some gatherings over a coffee. The
football spectators often comment on
the need for such a facility (a cafe).

The river! This park is the only
recreationla park the River Carron runs
through so its recreational+natural value
has to be maximised here.

Improve maintenance, increase
community involvment + local
ownership. Add more aesthetic features
such as prominent entrance features to
draw more people in.
FK6 6QY (Denny)
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THE PARK FOR? (Colour code
according to Colour Key)

WAY? (Colour code according to
Colour Key)

Paths/ Cycle path/ Riverside path/
Boardwalk/ treetop Walk/ Forest walk/
Rover crossing (bridge stepping stones

Sports area

Connect the tarmac areas of Footpath

I would like to use the football pitch
more but I am intimidated by the adults
using it.

THE PARK MORE? (Colour code
according to Colour Key)

WHAT DO YOU LIKE THE
MOST? (Colour code according to
Colour Key)

THE PARK WHAT WOULD THEY
BE? (Colour code according to Colour
Key)

Community allotments / orchard/ formal
garden entrance/ Castle garden

Community Space / Huts / Birs hide /
Seating / Picnic Area

Strawberries and a glasshouse to grow
plants.

We find that it's difficult getting the kids
into the park to enjoy it. there isn't really a Intimidated by high school children
space for teenagers to hang out.
vandalising everything.

I would like to visit more often and have
some gatherings over a coffee. The
Community allotments behind the shops football spectators often comment on the
(old Post office).
need for such a facility (a cafe).

Swing park / play park

Wetland / Biodiversity /
Meadow

Keep it simple. It doesn't
need bells and whistles, it
needs to be simpler to
appreciate its natural beauty. A map would be good.

Lightin

More l

More l

More playing facilities

More l
during

Intimidated by high school children
vandalising everything.

(...) have more cycling facilities

We find that it's difficult getting the kids
into the park to enjoy it. there isn't really
a space for teenagers to hang out.

Seating.

Walking/viewing platform over the river.

Would like the containers not to be such
an eye-sore.

Performance space for music and acting. More playing facilities

Safer paths as they get slippy in
summer.

Would like more playing equipment on
the same side of the football pitch so
there is no need to go to the opposite
side with small children.

Wooden outdoor stage.

More playing facilities

Would put more things in the woods for
children to play.

The BMX track should be usable

Increase community involvment + local
ownership.

We find that it's difficult getting the kids
into the park to enjoy it. there isn't really
a space for teenagers to hang out.

More things to do along the river.

Regular sweeping and have recycling
facilities by Chilli Hut.

Cut the wildflower meadow.

Would like more playing equipment on
the same side of the football pitch so
there is no need to go to the opposite
side with small children.

Sitting on the edge of the lower football
Outdoor wooden child's play area in trees.pitch

Also more places to go with small
children

I would like to visit more often and have
some gatherings over a coffee. The
football spectators often comment on
Improve access to the river, but keep it hidden
the need for such a facility (a cafe).

More to do for teenagers.

The bottom field floods all the time
because it was cut down to create a
level area for a pitch - it didn't use to
flood but it does now.

Add more facilities to increase usage.

Skatepark near the football pitch.

The zip wire (flying fox) in the play park
is broken, I'd change that

Better football changing facilities,
perhaps with a 'living' roof?

Would put more things in the woods for
children to play.

Removal of the football fence+ changing
rooms, oprhaps move to the top park
out of eyesight.

More equipment in the playpark or
around the park
Outdoor wooden child's play area in trees.
Adult gym.
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Artwork / Installations

(Clean the slope to be able
to) sit on the hill, egg roll and
sledge. Use it as a natural
amphitheatre. (...) I don't
mind thewildflowers but it
could be stepped or sloped
down. It is the main park in
We need more play equipment because the area so we need to make
a lot of things are broken.
the most out of it.

We would also like to see better
connections.

Add more aesthetic features such as
prominent entrance features to draw
more people in.

POSTCODES of
PARTICIPANTS

Lighting

Woodland management /
and tree redesign /
Replanting of Shrubs /
Avenue Trees

More lighting.

(Clean the slope to be able
to) sit on the hill, egg roll and
sledge. Use it as a natural
amphitheatre. (...) I don't
mind the wildflowers but it
could be stepped or sloped
down. It is the main park in
the area so we need to
make the most out of it.
Fenced off area for dogs

Toilet facilities.

More lighting

(The slope) It use to be more
like an amphitheatre, so you
could watch the football and
Poo bags and bins for dog
the slope is terraced in
stages
poo.

Dangerous broken glass to
be removed by the childrens
park. Regular sweeping.

More lighting as it is dark
during the winter.

Dog facilities (other)

Other

More activities on the slope.

Regular sweeping and have
recycling facilities by Chilli
Hut.

Keep it simple. It doesn't
need bells and whistles, it
needs to be simpler to
appreciate its natural beauty.

More to do for teenagers.

I'd like to see the park
appreciated for it's natural
beauty. Make it simple, cut
into the trees and remove
the fencing.

Add more facilities to
increase usage.

Thinning the trees for
connection and long views

It's disjointed and needs
pulling together.

Would put more things in the
woods for children to play.

there is rubbish laying
around (packaging, slabs,
metal poles) which are
dangerous for kids

This park used to be all
open.

Ensure that the park is
flexible to accomodate
different activities.

Tree removal and plant
specimen trees. Open up the
park to allow greater use of
the park for various activities

Toilets included in the park.

Ensure that the park is
flexible to accomodate
different activities.

Adult gym.

Cut the wildflower meadow.

It is a good park it just isn't
used enough (increase
usage of park).
Improve maintenance,
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APPENDIX D - ENGAGEMENT EVENT 2 FEEDBACK
OVERALL SCALE RATINGS

PUMP TRACK - Q1

Strongly Disagree
9.69% 28

Disagree
5.54% 16

Neutral
21.80% 63

Agree
32.18%

Strongly Agree Total
93
30.80% 89
289

Weighted Average
3.69

FOOTBALL PITCH - Q2

Strongly Disagree
19.45% 57

Disagree
4.10% 12

Neutral
11.26% 33

Agree
28.33%

83

Strongly Agree Total
36.86% 108
293

Weighted Average
3.59

PARK FACILITIES - Q3

Strongly Disagree
5.90% 17

Disagree
2.08% 6

Neutral
13.54% 39

Agree
32.64%

Strongly Agree Total
94
45.83% 132
288

Weighted Average
4.1

PARK EDGE - Q4

Strongly Disagree
7.99% 23

Disagree
6.60% 19

Neutral
18.75% 54

Agree
34.03%

98

Strongly Agree Total
32.64% 94
288

Weighted Average
3.77

VIEWPOINT - Q5

Strongly Disagree
6.55% 19

Disagree
5.52% 16

Neutral
16.90% 49

Agree
Strongly Agree Total
41.72% 121
29.31% 85
290

Weighted Average
3.82

RIVER CARRON - Q6

Strongly Disagree
4.17% 12

Disagree
3.13% 9

Neutral
12.50% 36

Agree
Strongly Agree Total
38.89% 112
41.32% 119
288

Weighted Average
4.1

RAISED BEDS - Q7

Strongly Disagree
13.54% 39

Disagree
7.99% 23

Neutral
23.96% 69

Agree
29.86%
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Strongly Agree Total
24.65% 71
288

Weighted Average
3.44

Strongly Disagree
7.22% 21

Disagree
4.12% 12

Neutral
15.81% 46

Agree
28.87%

Strongly Agree Total
84
43.99% 128
291

Weighted Average
3.98

NATURE WALKS - Q8
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APPENDIX E - ENGAGEMENT EVENT 2 FEEDBACK
COMMENTS (BY SUB-PROJECT PROPOSAL)
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PUMP TRACK COMMENTS
Fantastic idea, however I wander if there has been consideration to having this next to the park area. Less chance of groups of bystanders congregating. Kelvingrove Park a good example
of a mixed bike park/play park.
I knew this was there, but it is very difficult to see. Don't even know if it is used a present.
As long as teenagers don't us this as a drinking place and leave loads of glass for dogs to get hurt.
Worried that it is a bit remote
Will keep town centre clear of skateboarders.
This will need to be open and supervised to minimise opportunities for evening drinking etc.
But please don't take away trees as there is enough of this around Denny, causes increased motorway noise.
we need some facilities for young people that is local and encourages outdoor life and physical activity
This area is the most historic part of the whole site and one of the nicest parts - it would make more sense to leave part of the park as Herbertshire Castle.
Great idea for young people in the area.
I very rarely see young people on bikes, skateboards etc so i suggest there is little if no need for this facility.
Why do you need to touch the trees
Sounds great anything that's going to provide extra activities for the kids is a great plan :)
I support the plan to upgrade this area...although perhaps, not too much thinning of the trees.
We need facilities like this for the youngsters we travel to cowie, Stirling or Falkirk skate parks with the grandson, with this facilities people would come to the area
I believe there was a skatebord park before in Denny which disappeared through lack of use.
There already is a bmx track in Denny which has not been maintained. I disagree with the idea of thinning of trees as many have already been removed
There is a BMX track further up at the top of Chestnut Crescent a lot of money was spent on this in the past.
Marauding teenagers everywhere, will become a hang out for them. No thanks Thinning of trees absolutely not. Much of the natural habitat of birds etc was destroyed when the trees
were originally thinned. Nature more import than a nice view
Kids need somewhere to play.
surveillance of what? youths behaving badly??
Difficult to see from drawing, but if this is the old BMX track then it'd be great to see it brought back to life.
This area does need upgrading, but not sure about taking natural tree growth away.
Would provide a facility not currently in area.
Great idea. I have memories of the old bmx track before it was overgrown.
This is a great idea. Growing up I had access to a lot of green areas and although not a footballer, there was a pitch near me which was in use from early morning until bedtime. This pitch,
and many others, were then "landscaped" and there was no replacement for the kids to play in. With the advent of the BMX this sort of track sprung up on waste ground, made by the
kids that would it. To have a professional, safe track made available is a great idea.
Activities for kids and a safe zone is priority for the area, perhaps involving the local kids in the design and also build of the park would give them a feeling of pride and may mean they
care more for it.
I strongly agree with this part of the plan as I and many others used the bike track in our early teens before it was left to years of neglect. It would offer a wide variety to kids in the area
with the the booming popularity of scooters and the uprising of BMX.
It's a child's football pitch why should they suffer
Footballs more important
This would need to be fenced off properly and not done on the cheap. The trees would need to be completely thinned out and proper lighting erected
Would love this
kids play football
It's fab for waking dogs and the bike concept would totally kill that. I can visualise it now.

Would be ideal if there was an area the younger kids could have similar usage.
ends up a drinking den
I've never really seen many young people in the woods but I have seen the mess they leave behind. A designated skate/bmx site would be better elsewhere
Had one before years ago waste of money
I think somewhere for youngsters to hang out is definitely beneficial.
a re-development of the existing but abandoned bmx track is a good idea
That's exactly what's needed, for local youths.
I think this is a good idea as it will give younger ones the space and opportunity to do this. My only concern is this gives other young ones somewhere to underage drink and it must be
regularly checked or closed at night to prevent this.
This area is currently overgrown and forgotten about. The kids need somewhere to go.
There doesn't seem to be anywhere for kids to go without people moaning they're being a nuisance. This sounds a good solution.
I would like to suggest that they remove all the trees . The park would look a lot better. And would open up the park. I can remember what the hill looked like before they put them there.
When I was a child and it was the gala day we all sat at the top and watched all the events. It was great.
I grew up in dunipace and spent most of my summer holidays playing here when i was a youngster until it wasnt maintained
We need more areas like this for our young folk.
Kids need something to do I think this would be an excellent idea. Saves me getting run over by them whilst out walking the dog
Hopefully the track would be nice and wide so that younger kids can stay clear of the bigger bikes etc.
Would be great for the kids
My husband has been trying to find out who owns this old bmx track as was wanting to turn it back into bmx track/ Rc car track so this would be a great move for him
Good idea
Yes an area that could be accessed by older children. Awareness of safety for children in this area.
Safety reasons
if it's what people want then I'm open to it. Obviously there are always concerns about antisocial behaviour so that's something to bear in mind but there's also a big problem with
childhood obesity so anything that gets people getting active is good for me.
While I support better facilities for young people, I'd be very wary of too much tree thinning.
Add wifi accessibility and would be good for kids. Question of how to ensure issue of antisocial behaviour might be addressed but support as lack of facilities for kids.
Should be visible from main street.
A revitalised pump track would be a great asset for young people in the area. Strongly support.
This would be beneficial to all ages and families. An area for less able people or wheelchair track would be great. Giving a healthy, fun option outdoors for all.
Definitely need more for kids in area
Agree
The existing BMX track has never functioned successfully and is unappreciated by the local inhabitants. Instead, it attracts the "wrong crowd" and has remained largely unloved for the
last 15-20 years. Quite simply, this is the wrong location for a facility of this sort. The issue is not one of "surveillance" or policing - it is location and functionality. The area at the
moment looks pretty unloved, but remains an access point for riverside walks through Carron Glen to fanferton and beyond. A more natural use of this area would be as a more
formalised entry point to the woodlands upstream; certainly thin out and pare back the vegetation, perhaps install a couple of benches (the area is used quite a bit by more elderly
walkers) and an interpretation panel. This would be far more in keeping with the tone of natural area theme.
Great to see young people's interests being catered for.
This proposal would need a lot of consultation with local residents and buy-in. I think a pump track would be popular with young people. It would be easy for me to agree however I don't
live beside the area and think local people's views are important. I agree with thinning of trees and vegetation.
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FOOTBALL PITCH COMMENTS
More reminders to dog owners to keep them on a lead. I've twice been attacked by dogs.
Football pitch up the top park is a good idea, keep bottom park for other things
Local team already has 4 sections based here, removal of another pitch would be a disaster
Good idea
Would be great to think sensible dog owners would keep dogs off the pitch but I doubt it!
This is imperative for the groups of children playing in the area.
Yes we desperately need a decent football pitch for the kids
as before encourages physical activity
Why don't the football pitches get moved to the old Denny high two pitches and indoor facility and easy parking. parking in dunipace is a problem espically when the car
park gets over flown the people use main roads and streets to park in
Don't think we need any more football space in the area - there are loads! Kids would just hang about and the trees would encourage that too.
While i have no issues with the changes to the top pitch to suggest that the bottom pitch should be changed because it suffers from poor playability in the winter is the
most stupid thing i have ever heard. All public grass football pitches in Scotland suffer from poor playability in the winter months including the top pitch. Both pitches are
regularly used by local teams for playing and training and at other times you can always see youngsters playing football on both pitches.
The idea for the top pitch sounds fantastic and any seating area is always a welcomed bonus for any footie mum. I have to agree with Dunipace Jnrs concerns. My boys
don't play with that team but a local football team is great for the community and to reduce that in anyway would have a huge impact on the local kids. It's not the club
that arranges the times they are dictated by SYFA and they can't provide the playing fields they can't participate.
Strongly agree - (when I try to click on one icon - all are highlighting) I absolutely support this idea. Keeping football pitch to one areas allows for a more democratic use
of all the park, and might allow the bottom park to recover from previous damage. I like the idea of a seating area - which may deter dog owners from letting their dogs
When I first moved to Denny tried to find the park in Dunipace, I still can't believe it's a park, it's little more than 2 football pitches and a small play park,if you don't play
football it has nothing to offer you at all. It's a very small section of the Denny community that being catered for here, please think about the rest of Denny who have
children who don't play in the teams who use the pitches and you will find they are the majority of children in Denny. Provide us with a park that is for all, please. We only
The got all pitch at the bottom park is a valuable space. It is utilised throughout the year by hundreds of children/youths. Would hate to see this lost, it has improved
greatly over the years. Also not sure of the necessity for the boundary as round the top pitch. I may be jumping the gun but the facility would benefit greatly from an
improved pavilion/changing facility. Denny as a community generally lives and thrives on its past glories. Please do not allow this project become a reinstatement of the
gala park as it was many years ago.
Both these pitches are needed for the local football club which I also believe pay a fee for the use of these taking one away would be a shame as a lot of boys from our
community would then loose out from playing there matches there
Again with the amount of youngsters in the area football is a main core sport
Discouraging signage for dogs may lead to ugly confrontations from football teams/coaches who will see it as an outright ban and perhaps create friction, the park should
be accessible for all when not in use during games otherwise those of us who are not football inclined are being restricted from using a shared space. If football teams
want a specified area they should pay for one themselves and not hijack a shared space.
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Both pitches are currently used by 4 local junior football teams for both games on a rotation on Saturdays and training. Loss of a pitch could possibly result in teams having
to disband due to lack of pitches. Surely it would be more beneficial to upgrade the current pitches to enable them to be used throughout the winter.
It appears we are being told what we should think re this part of the proposal and we must be positive. The footballers and volunteers are a large part of the community
and frequent users of the park. To suggest that the proposals are not a reduction in football pitch provision is nonsense. You clearly state lower pitch would become "an
informal kick about area". At a time when we promote health and well being we reduce the provision to play the most popular sport in the country.
Great idea
Dunipace juniors need these areas. Our local team need support for the good they do, not withdrawl if facilities
The lower pitch is used regularly for football and it would be a shame to loose it as proper pitch. I think the community would really feel the impact of this as dunipace has
a fantastic programme for football but the loss of the pitch would mean this would have to be reduced. I agree a make over but not at the expense of the pitch.
Teams play all through the year on the bottom park including winter. Also kids play on the park during the week/weekends. So the football teams who use the park just
about every day/weekend are to go where?? All to let a few kids run about on bikes/scooters/skateboards but deprive hundreds of school aged kids, the opportunity to
play organised football on a weekly basis, where is the sense in that!!! As for the top park barrier shown in the picture it is far to close to the pitch and constitutes a
danger to anyone playing football on that park. To move this barrier back would mean moving a perfectly good walkway, that's in use daily. Again what's the logic behind
You've missed the point here completely. The fact that both parks are poor surfaces, particularly the bottom pitch should give plenty of reason for this to become an all
weather gastro surfaced pitch, complete with flood lighting. There is very little space in the Denny area, and both of these areas are currently being used. If you take one
away where are people to go? I truly think you'll find that people have had enough...by all means make an area better, invest but in people as well as the overall physical
area. We really need help, but not at the expense of the actual useability of the park.
Invest some money into both parks to improve playability during the full year
Do not agree with part of the park not being available to dogs. Provide another bin + possibly disposal bags in a dispenser to encourage owners/walkers to clean up
afterwards before football games. Locals use the park much more often for walking dogs than football teams train or play therefore would be unfair to restrict the space
or areas they could use. Also means the area available especially during winter months is the park with poor drainage + often boggy - hence why not suitable for sports!
Agree. Only one football pitch. Remove bottom pitch and hideous fencing. Rebuilt surface up to previous height to prevent the flooding of bottom area.
I think the boundary around the top park is a good idea. Especially signage to ask owners of dogs to stay of the parks. Although I am a regular spectator of football matches
on these two parks with both my sons playing football. I do feel that the bottom park is very much needed and this should be kept for match days and training purposes. I
believe Dunipace Juniors have worked hard over the years creating teams in most age groups in our community and to lose this park would be a shame for all involved.
Having only one pitch would be a disaster as there is already four teams sharing the two pitches. Putting better drainage into the lower pitch would be money better spent
ensuring that local youngsters have great facilities which can be used by 100s of people. Facilities are already stretched in the local area with pitches already over used.
Save the Herbertshire Castle Lower Park.
As part of the local childrens football team I believe that this idea would ruin years of growth within our club. We have worked tirelessly in order to create a safe and happy
environment for children of all ages to participate in a healthy and active passtime. I see little value in these plans to remove a facility which is used every night during the
summer months and every other saturday thereafter! Where are these kids to go?? As a committee member and coach of the club I am at a loss as to why these proposals
have been made without any input from our club.
I as a football player play here every week as well as hundreds of others. The bottom park is played on by 4, 11 a-side teams play on both parks which are being paid for.
Taking even one of them would ruin the setup.
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How do you split a pitch between at least four teams if all have home games
I am not interested in football, but this is a great idea for the local communities.
Fix the drainage
As a resident of Hawthorn Drive whose house backs onto the proposed site I feel this is an appalling idea, the area is already almost unusable for families as most evenings
and weekends the park is in use for football. The litter which is left behind is totally unacceptable, the language and aggressive nature of the teams and spectators makes is
uncomfortable for anyone walking by and I do not allow my kids to play in the garden during these times, more often than not I also will not even open my windows. To
exclude dog walkers from using a public open space is surely against the ethos of building a engaging community area. On an additional note the rear access road to the
proposed area leading from Chestnut Avenue to the rear of the houses of Hawthorn Drive is currently used as a car park for the football, which is an inconvenience and
also an infringement of the signage highlighting the road is for resident access only. The damage being caused to this road is so severe that at times I wonder if I should
purchase a JCB to allow me a pleasant route home. I note the proposed siting of the bottle/litter bins and again I am at a loss as to why this has been suggested, the bins
would be in the line of site from the houses looking towards the town/ church steeple which as I understand was the thinking behind thinning the tree line and view point
created previously. I also wonder how these bins would be emptied, perhaps using the road which as I have highlighted already is for resident access only and to which
there is no maintenance schedule in place from Falkirk council. The bottom park is already used for football and is considered by many to be the preferred pitch, perhaps
investing in professional drainage may elevate the problems of poor playability.
I agree with the plan of putting a boundary round the pitch including seating. The questions I would be asking is how this would be policed to keep dog's from fouling and
how well would the pitches be maintained throughout the year.
Great idea might get more people involved within the community for the young people of Denny playing football giving ge youth of today something to do instead of
running riot through the streets
I think the football areas serve the community now they should not be changed
The football pitch should be left as is. There are kids football games and training every week and taking away part of a pitch takes that away from kids.
I agree with everything stated in the proposal except for taking the bottom park away from the local community , the council should be actually be providing more football
pitches , the local football teams are actually struggling to find parks at the moment.
Your missing 3 parks that teams regularly train on . What happens with them ?
The football pitches at the bottom need to be kept as Dunipace Junior use these pitches
Upgrading of the upper pitch would be welcomed. Cheaper Barrier style surround of the park would be sufficient. The lower park must be improved also to the same
standard as the upper park
Would still likeDunipaceJuniors to be able to use the bottom park as there are many kids benefitting from this.
Football is a big part of my families lives. We regularly train here.
Who suggested that the lower pitch is unsuitable in winter? That's not true and misleading to have in this survey as it suggests that the area is unusable and a more
suitable use has been suggested. This pitch is used all year round. It may not be what you want to use it for, but don't be untruthful to get the result you want from this
There is absolutely no reason to take away the bottom pitches currently over 250 kids use these pitches on a weekly basis. If these are removed where do you propose the
kids go?
Agree with top pitch but not the bottom pitch, youth football teams use both these pitches most nights
There is less and less football areas for kids to play in and for training in taking his away would stop all young ppl getting training
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great idea for to add to football
With limited football pitches in the area we can not afford to lose another. 4 teams already share these two pitches. Losing the bottom park would be a major
disappointment for the local children who use it for training and playing. In summer months local club Dunipace Juniors utilise thus park for many of the 250 children
members. Adult players also use these parks. Barrier at top park is a good idea but unsure how well thought out. SFA rules state a 3 metre run off should surround a
football pitch. So if proposed barrier is too close this could potential mean players are injured if over running the park and hitting barrier.
Would be good. However not to loose the bottom pitch. My son plays for Dunipace Jrs 2008s and we use the facilities at the 2 pitches. Loosing the ability to train on
grass sue to a re structure of tge area would kill some teams.
Although the lower Park has some problems with drainage during the winter it would mean that local teams, currently 3-4 teams using the two parks, would struggle to
fulfil fixtures. It would also mean that the one park would be in a poorer condition due to more use. Denny has already lost fantastic grass football pitches when
Herbertshire Playing Fields were used to build Denny High. If this proposal goes ahead then new pitches would be required with the old Denny High being a potential
solution if developed into a fantastic community facility.
Should be ok.
This is too much free space to be devoted entirely to football. Not everyone plays football you know!
This park is a hot spot for dog walkers. I disagree to no dogs allowed policy.
Need more than one football pitch as dunipace have teams at all age groups so things should be done to help and encourage it.
At the moment the park feels like just 2 football grounds doing this would only make this worse This is meant to be a park everyone can use and enjoy not just the local
football club, at the moment even the local gala day has problems with warnings about anything happening to the football pitch and fines if people walking on it mark it
and that is the day the whole town use it, this will just make it worse given choice I would lose one of the football parks probably the one at the bottom this would allow
the park to be used for other events not just the local boys football team and the top one as a kick about space.
The cynic in me thinks after a year the grass will stop being cut and dog walkers will use it if not secured
Enclose the boundary if you do not want dogs near it, this is a popular dog walking area
It already is a football pitch ? More signage is not going to stop people walking there dogs there, only more dog waste bins and/or enforcement will help.
There is one at bottom of the park and also Denny Centre has one too. Not everyone is s football fan.
Agree that dogs and football park don't mix but think that's a bigger and different issue needing addressed. Irresponsible owners who don't pick up after their dogs have
no deterrent (I have 3 dogs and it angers me the mess that some owners leave).
Why not make the bottom pitch AstroTurf then with proper drainage?
There has always been football ???
That's sounds a good idea everyone likes a game of football. And it's good exercise. And it brings people together.
I think the bottom park needs to remain. We need to keep all football parks.
There are a number of football pitches in the area.
My kids train at this park and seating would be a welcome addition plus anything to deter dog fouling is a plus
Hard to keep dogs away from some areas, unless they are on a lead. Hopefully there would be an area in the park where dogs could run around freely, off of the lead.
Good dog area as kids space is at the bottom. Shame to lose it as it always seems empty
Sounds a great asset to have in the park
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as sponsors of 1 of the dunipace jrs team this would be amazing
Keep the kickabout area but as a 5 player pitch with a race track around.
Would support this if the football league is in support and the 4G pitches are definitely delivered - need more, not less facilities
It's a tricky one. If you want to get rid of the pitch then that needs to be counterbalanced by good quality 3G/4G pitches so people have somewhere to play. The current
pitches get waterlogged anyway but we need to have somewhere else available or you're just taking away facilities.
Make football pitch at the top less disruptive and more contained because there is a lot of litter and sometimes they are really close to our house
Lots of people use the pitch. I'm not convinced that it's the right solution. People don't use the 3G pitch at Dunipace High at the moment as it's too far away.
I agree, football on top park only
People have been playing football in the park since the 1870s or something, we can't get rid of it. They all use it.
Good way of reducing dog fouling in play area. Football is a big thing in this area.
Excellent idea as it would make the lower pitch a more welcoming area for more users of the park.
Lower area could be a better shared space for other users
All weather surface and a dedicated 4 a side sized pitch.
Remove lower pitch and fencing
No area of the park should be earmarked for one activity, at the exclusion or detriment of any other activity. Should there be some sort of barrier, how would you provide
access for maintenace?
Top park is away from carpark, this would result in cars parking in streets surrounding park and on the residents only road behind hawthorn drive. The seating would
encourage anti social behaviour. Dogs should not be discouraged from any part of the park. The litter left from some of the football games is horrendous. The lower park
has fencing purposely for football and also already has benches.
I'm a dog lover but anything that keeps dog's feces away from okay areas is to be welcomed. This should help.
Any improvement to football area is good. Discussions with footballers essential especially for any proposal to change use of lower pitch to kick about rather than football
pitch at present.
The football pitches already there seem to be fine.
include new changing rooms and toilets
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PARK FACILITIES COMMENTS
Public toilets are a great idea as long as they are well maintained
Upgrade and increase to existing pitch, expand car park
Toilets are definitely needed near the playpark, especially on Gala Day.
The Council has been closing public toilets for cost reasons. Will the new ones be supported by the Council. And maintained?
Falkirk Council has had to close most public conveniences, unlikely to reverse this policy given ongoing cuts to Revenue budgets. Perhaps signage directing people to
existing toilets e.g. in library?
Additional facilities are required, one changing room does not fit 4 teams.
Changing facilities need to be within the park for those playing football - public toilets will need to be manned or locked at night.
fantastic
Additional parking required too
Same again there's a changing and concrete building in the old high school to be used why waste money building things when community engagemnt and the
council could tidy up the old high school area land just sitting going to ruin
The current building is a complete eyesore so this would be highly desirable
Hurrah - public toilets but will they be open to the public?
Good idea
The football pitches have needed proper changing facilities since i played on them in the early 1970's.
Public toilets are good
Public toilets would be awesome they are normally getting closed down these days making it difficult to allow kids to enjoy the outdoors for a day out.
agree - (when I try to click on one icon - all are highlighting) While it is difficult to really get an understanding of what is intended here, almost anything would be
better than the current building and shipping container.
Yes the more traffic off barnego road the better, so top park will still be accessible from the bottom carpark, which could be enlarged, maybe to help with people
parking on barnego road to go to the park
Changing facility is in poor condition at the moment and does not provide adequate provision for two pitches.
Much better than the eyesore at present.
The facilities there don't really have an impact and the location next to the carpark suits the guys.
Timber although nice and fitting with the location. Might end up on fire as so much of these changing facilities are. CCTV camera would be a good idea.
I strongly agree if the changing facilities are ON THE SAME SIDE OF THE ROAD AS BOTH FOOTBALL PARKS and are sufficient to meet the demands of all the football
teams who use BOTH FOOTBALL PARKS!!!!
Much required and would be very welcome.
The changing rooms, storage and parking need to be improved
Neutral. Anything would be better than the current eye sore
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Much needed facility.
Again it would have been our proposal to extend these facilities to create a hub for our young children to meet before and after games! We need more facilities not
less! Suggestions are being made without consulting the fee paying users.
Great idea, but needs to be fireproof.
I agree the changing facilities do require upgrading but do not see the logic in placing them in an area that has only recently been improved by landscaping and with
the memorial plaque placing. Perhaps locating them between the bottom carpark and bottom pitch would give better access for the people using them and also
would leave the newly created area untouched.
Upgrading of the changing facilities and the addition of public toilets and storage would also be welcomed. These could comfortable be sited on the location of the
existing "portacabin". Which is not fit for purpose any longer
Public toilets are a great idea
Agree however strongly believe 2 pitches must be maintained.
These would be a fantastic facility which would be an improvement on the embarrassing facilities currently on the site.
Yeah. Sounds good.
Isnt this the site of the bus stop currently?
Agree there is a need. However parking will be an issue. Already at training and matches of football. Parking of attendees already causes issues on Stirling street
Great idea
No to public toilets
My only concern is whether these would be properly managed and would they be locked in the evenings?
if the toilets are open 24/7 they will get smashed to bits a lot or burned down - but still a good idea.
Far too busy with traffic around this whole area, kids would damage the building and there are far better ways to spend money in the local area!
If these facilities at getting put in place there must be regular cleaning in the buildings. This could be another great idea which could get ruined by not getting looked
after properly. I would advise to only be open certain hours of the day as teens and some others would abuse these facilities.
Good for kids but would hope not vandalised
Anything that takes pressure away from Barnego Rd is a good thing.
Something for the younger community ,
That's sounds a good idea.
Yes. I'm 65 and can't go out for too long before needs become urgent.
Excellent
we use the park alot as we have young children so toilets would be amazing
More accessible paths for wheelchairs
Public toilets that are adequately kept clean and accessible during times when younger children also need to use park facilities.
Fix the actual ones.
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Yes because now they are an eye sore and it would be good to have a more family oriented hub.
The metal container is an eye sore. Strongly support its cladding.
Another excellent idea to make the park more user friendly.
Whole frontage of the park is grim from Stirling St, with Portacabins and recycling facilities. Need a 'wow' factor at the entrance - maybe via planting or other
Cladding on a simple building would be a very good idea.
Get rid of building
The toilets/changing facilities could also be considered near the top park. What about a living roof?
Public toilets will these be manned? If not they would just be vandalised and have people hanging about.
Are public toilets needed? And are they not located on a space that has recently been landscaped with planting, slabs and benches?
Toilets and new changing facilities are needed. Location needs careful consideration. Suggested relocation could possibly be opposed by residents opposite. Maybe
location in top park or behind Chilli Hut could be considered. Building(s) need to be environmentally friendly eg living roof, timber clad, solar / wind powered.
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PARK EDGE COMMENTS
I think this is a lovely idea
Shame to remove dry stone wall
Opening park edge is a good idea. However use of fruit trees, perennials and stone features not viable. Very high maintenance cost. Suggest minimal shrub planting
with specimen trees and sealed surfaces. Boring but practical
Fruit bearing trees near pavement not great as fruit drops onto hardstanding. I think this needs more thought/design input. Perhaps an archway at the entrance
announcing park name? Wrought iron project with community.
This will greatly enhance the area, but again please don't kill the original wooded area where possible
having a range of settings and facilities is a good idea and fruit bearing would be great idea
Great idea, assuming the recycling bins would be relocated away from the parking area too
Q1 was take away the trees to now replace them with small fruit trees? Cobblestones would look good but for young children to walk upon and older people to
walk upon it becomes a health and safety minefield.
Good idea
As this will affect the bottom football pitch and referring to my earlier comments i totally disagree with what is planned.
Would have to be clearer can't make out by these photos
Agree- (when I try to click on one icon - all are highlighting) However, I am unsure about the cobblestone effect. I don't think we should be taking away too much
grass area as the space in general is prone to flooding, so the more drainage surface we have, the better.
No hard landscaping. Leave it natural. We have very little green space left
I agree they would be nice however the small trees further up were targeted by vandals and I'm concerned this would happen again although being further from the
Sounds great as long as there is still ample parking for both the football parks.
The grass at that part of the park is rarely used, so something would be better than what is currently there.
Invest the money on the football parks and changing facilities
No need.
Where would the travelling amusements go? They would destroy the trees etc and benefit from the expanse of grass/ hard standing.
Looks pretty.
Great idea.
What will this bring to a community that has nothing ? An apple?
Waste of time, money and effort at this part. Cant believe somebody gets paid to think of these schemes
Where's the car park going? Not enough spaces as there is at the moment, especially during the summer months. I'm sure you'd like to believe that the good people
Only if not impacting on children opportunity to play sport by removing football pitch.
Ok.
the last tree got pulled up and damaged waste of money
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This would be a good idea as at the moment it is quite sterile just 2 football grounds and a few trees
would be nice to see a bit of colour.
As much of a natural landscape should be maintained or enhanced
would prefer you keep the path through the park as well as its a useful route - also this space while not ideal gets used by travailing shows/ amusement rides where
can these set up (gala day in the gala park etc)
Only if good security as local youths will damage this area and destroy any work done
Trees in the park have already been destroyed by vandals. I like the idea of more being planted but worry the same thing will happen. Antisocial behaviour in the
park is again another issue thats needs looked at separately.
Denny Dunipace needs more for young community. And family's to gather for the next generation
I think trees are not a good idea they grow and get out of control.l
Yes woods and water are so relaxing. Great to breath in the fresh air.
Dogs and kids could run in to the busy road if all opened up
Looks great
Good idea but trees have to be maintained to remove scrub, brambles and young trees sprouting from seed.
A sensory garden would be lovely. A new area for voluntary projects to volunteer and maintain the area i.e. the leaf project.
Like idea of fruit trees as long as considering how fruit might be harvested e.g. link to raised beds
Yes, for fruit trees, although a bit far from home
The car park is nowhere near big enough. It's always overrun and overflowing, especially when people play football and so we need to think about whether that
Consider smaller heigh of fence in timber or bushes
Take away high fence and replace with a 3 foot timber fence
Can't visualise this but would like a 'defined' park boundary along the whole of the park. open up river to viewing and try tying in with work in Denny Landscaping
Expect the hard landscaping - to make the stirling street entrance more attractive.
If easy to manage. The local gala has their fairground in the car park every year. Care would need to be taken that his does not cause damage to the trees,
cobblestones, or stop the fairground being there.
My only concern is vandalism of young trees
Great idea, would be better if carpark coukd be increased. It is currently too small with cars overspilling onto the main road and the streets surrounding the park
Improved entrance is needed. Important that any small specimen trees would not take away too much from the open view of the park from main road. Recycling
facilities have to be relocated. They are an eyesore. Car park area and grass areas near by are used for shows at the gala and occasional other times. Changes might
restrict area available. If changing rooms relocated car park could be extended. Park Information board at entrance would be good. Would like high fencing
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VIEWPOINT COMMENTS
Good idea. People go up and down this hill all the time, especially children.
Already there
Good idea
Why not just put in more park benches
Timber seating would be good.
Like this idea
This seems a good suggestion.
Looks lovely
Neutral - (when I try to click on one icon - all are highlighting) Unsure about this - the hill is such an historic site, I don't know how I feel about the constant need to
change it this way and that. Sometimes, natural shapes and growth can be quite beautiful without the need for accessories.
A tentative agreement on this one but I would prefer some area is left for sledging down the hill when we get a rare chance of snow.
There is no existing wildflower meadow only a rough piece of ground. Which every so often is cut back.
Do not put a path through the wildflowers. Having a visible path would only encourage people to walk through them and pick them
Seating for what? If to watch football on the bottom park fantastic, if not then why have them??
Sounds good.
Get distroyed
Absolutely not. This hill and park is a historic site. There has been so much damage done to it in the guise of good intensions. It's natural beauty should be
appreciated.. It doesn't need all bells and whistles. What's wrong with sitting on the grass?
There is a need for a better feature at the top. The current viewpoint board is poor.
Again looks like it would be pretty and a lovely space to watch the football from or spend time relaxing around the wild flowers.
There is a viewpoint here at the moment which is used by spectators regularly whenever there is a game on. Seems strange to remove the specticle!!!
This would be fine if the bottom pitch stays as there would be a good use for them.
Making this area more usable for families is fantastic however I do feel that it might also create a more unfriendly environment for the bored kids if there is not
I would welcome this part of the plan 100% as it would make area more friendly and welcoming. But only fear is the attraction to possible vandalism.
Waste of time and money
Good vantage point to watch the football from and also good vantage point to watch the gala day and other events
Like it, good idea to fill an unused space.
Sounds ok.
Also some interpretation relating to the views and the area would be good.
drinking den
I feel that this is interfering with the natural look of the park and destroying existing habitat is unhealthy
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Why?
not a terrible idea beyond the un-inspiring view. the sleepers will probably be set on fire and/or kicked down the hill tho
I like this idea however as per my previous answer, antisocial behaviour of youths needs looked at. Additional seating gives them another area to break their
The council put these things in and don't keep on top of them and they become a eyesore.
Another reason to keep the bottom park. Seen it at a park and it's smart
People can sit on grass but bees and insects cant cross-pollenate sleepers!
Gathering place for youths
Kids will destroy anything put inn this area
Lovely idea. Flowers of any kind are very uplifting, and really help your mood.
Some paths are too steep to go with wheelchairs and have steps. Make it more accessible
Perhaps only at the top and bottom leaving wildflowers intact or in pockets
The trees on the slopes ruin the view
Timber sleepers can be really slippy even with chicken wire. Needs to be considered.
Put chickenwire on top of sleepers to stop people slipping when wet.
I think the sbpc with feasibility for seating is important. View over the 'gala' is the core historical purpose of the park.
I wouldn't want too many paths cutting through the meadow - one or maximum two. Like the timber sleepers idea. Wary of tree thinning.
Be bolder in seating ideas. Not opposed to timber but go for more exciting ideas - 'talking chairs' etc.
Sounds good
Would love some style of natural seating if it can be integrated with the wildflowers
Alnwick gardens has put swinging seats on their steep hillside and it works really well!
Due to the gradient of the slope, a substatantial number of people would be detrred from using such a facility. There is an existing litter problem on this slope;
encouraging the section of population physically able to make use of additional sleeper benches on the slope is liable to simply increase this problem.
Seating at top and bottom of slope but perhaps fewer than shown in illustration. Need to consider ease of maintenance of slope using remote mower.
Management plan for wildflower / wild grassland slope needed.
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RIVER CARRON COMMENTS
Seating is important to help people with limited mobility to enjoy the outdoors. More needed along the canals.
Love this isea
Risk of misuse, unsocial behaviour
Weir- no - The Council and local groups have been removing barriers to migratory fish, not putting them up
But no bridges/barriers, flood issues
How safe for kids playing in park - life saving equipment nearby I hope
No need for another footbridge, we have 2 already
More and better use of the weir/water should be utilised
As long as fish pass is incorporated into design to ensure safe passage for migratory fish.
There's a strong argument to let us see the real beauty of this stretch of the river
Good idea
This also seems a good suggestion with the proviso that it does not affect the bottom football pitch.
Neutral - (when I try to click on one icon - all are highlighting) Unsure about this also. Perhaps limited access to the river edge to allow those with disabilities
access to the water, however I am unsure about adding benches and such... It often adds to more litter being dropped into the river. Also how would one prevent
the benches being destroyed by high water levels? Tidying up the spaces between the park footpath and the trees that line the river is required. That would
definitely be an improvement and provide some better access to the river. Where would the footpath over the lade lead to? The other side of the river is more in
Either or but if you can put a footbridge over the Carron why not go the full hog and put a vehicle bridge over the Carron into wallace crescent to help with the
Better access is great and seating even more awesome but why reinstate the weir? this is an industrial blot on the river, get it removed at the expense of the
company that owned it... Whoever owned the vale mill I suspect.
Anything that enhances a beautiful river is plus from me!!
A sadly forgotten part of the river; but safety must be key. A small child sadly died on that stretch approx. 17yrs ago; it can be dangerous in spate.
Benches may be an idea however what happens when the river rises? Lade is another historic site and should be looked after but not tampered with. The
opposite side of river could be tidied up instead. One path could be created to allow people with wheelchairs sow to the river edge but care should be taken to
I think this would be fabulous.
I love walking around the Carron. To have this more accessible is always a bonus.
The carron could be more access for fishers like myself and kept cleaner but if there was maintenance or work near the river and to it then I am afraid it could ruin
Would be great to recreate some of the old history that has long been lost.
Definitely make this a better place for walk
Another vast waste of public money
Another good idea.
Great Idea.??
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If you build it, they will come
yes
This would be a lovely idea for the river to be accessible but only if there were regular clear ups of litter. I went down this part of the river recently and found used
needles which must be cleared if this is going to be more accessible for dogs, children etc.
With pathways that dogs could be walked, dog bins that get emptied etc? We recently had time in Nairn that had this. Benches, bins, bridges, paths, areas to get
down to the water. It put Falkirk to shame if I'm brutally honest. Even this small stretch of river with this would be welcome.
Be a lovely local place to walk instead if drivi g through to falkirk wheel or helix
Again l feel strongly about the younger generationn to have more activities Denny Dunipace needs to generate for youngsters
This encourage young people to hang about and be a nuisance.
Neutral. Wont let me click on it
Very very keen to see that. It sounds lovely and relaxing.
Dog friendly footbridge not the mesh metal
Would love more seats by the water such a beautiful scenic place
Accessibility for wheelchair users / mobility difficulties to river
Yes if it allows access to existing cycle networks eg. to join up access to get to Falkirk wheel/Kelpies
Re-instatement of the weir would lead to more 'water logging' in lower park
Yes, being old it is really difficult to access it, so would be good
Very much like a riverside walk
Love the proposed riverside seating and bridge over lade. Not sure about interpretation panels - they end up being vandalised and could be a waste of money.
Agree with all, perhaps to bring viewing platform over river. BBQ points? Beach ideas? Primary school adventure club using river - tie in with them
Add a built up weir to allow for early entry slalom canoing/kayaking to take place/use YMCA.
At the moment it's hard to know the river is even there so good to open up views and access. Access for canoeing would be good.
I find it difficult to access the river at times so would love this.
Reinstatement of the weir would be great.
Opening up access to the river at a number of places would be great. Vegetation along path needs cleared to open up the views of the river. Highlighting and if
feasible reinstating heritage features eg weir and lade would be an assets. Seating / viewpoint at the Carron with interpretation panel(s) would be good. Realise
there is potential for flooding but would like this project to be explored further. Possible viewing area across the river.
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RAISED BEDS COMMENTS
Love this idea. Great for the wider community.
Brilliant, I think this would be really popular
If there is no demand now, why do it? If you did it put it closer to the entrance
Is this too gar away from having a car park. Distance to carry stuff must be considered.
As long as a robust community group can take them on in perpetuity
Hope it is used well by interested groups - would hate to see it lying unused.
I would appreciate an area for community growing and would be extremely interested.
Not sure about this, there would need to be a responsibility for upkeep
Could be good, but......open to vandalism.
Absolute waste of money they will last days.
Great idea
I consider that the current football pitch offers much more to the community than this suggestion.
Not sure would take off and could end up a mess.
Disagree - (when I try to click on one icon - all are highlighting) There was a community garden at YMCA that no-one was interested in. I would be concerned of
the need for sheds and tools and fencing... Hardly a sight that most folks want to wander past. In the above images, there is a space approx. of similar size to the
proposed raised beds, at the top left hand corner. Perhaps the proposed beds/garden could go there? Having said all of the above - if it were a choice between
the community gardens and keeping the bottom football pitch and hideous fencing, I would opt for the garden.
Not St the expense of the football pitch
This would encroach on football pitch which is currently used.
Poorly thought out, would be exposed to vandalism
Would be good provided it does not impact on the pitch.
Again either enclosed or CCTV to stop vandals
Vandalised within a week. In the running for this year's Falkirk Council's most senseless and laughable plan!!
That would cut into the area currenlt used as a football pitch. Anyone in their right mind can tell that this would be a very unpopular choice....and it could turn the
whole project very sour indeed.
No need for this. Invest the money on the football side of things. 250 kids use this park every week
Absolutely not. There are community beds area that can be used at YMCA. This park is a historic site and must be preserved as such.
What about allotments?
Not sure this is the best spot for this. Maybe im thinking quiet allotment area..dont think this spot would achieve this.
Good idea, but not in this area. Other parts of the park could be used saving the lower pitch.
Keep bottom park.
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Depends if this takes away current football space
Good idea. I have heard a lot of people asking about allotments locally so there should be community interest in growing edibles. I creak when I bend, so raised
beds get a (green)thumbs up from me.
Great idea, bring back some community interaction by doing things together, with a little healthy competition of whose beds are better.
Make this proposal smaller to keep the bottom football park.
There won't be demand . Why start it
Another waste of a perfectly god football park. This could be better located across from the heritage rooms behind the shop at 174 Stirling Street
Not a good idea. I'm not sure the people of Denny will embrace this idea, other than to steal food growing plants. You would be more likely to gain their support by
growing cannabis plants.
Again taking away the facilities used by over 250 kids
There are plenty of other spaces in Dunipace for this thing instead of getting rid of a football pitch which is needed and constantly in use
If not fenced in strongly believe vandalism would occur. Again this clearly impacts football pitch provision
Other sites around the town would be better. Leave bottom football pitch as used by many teams throughout the spring summer and autumn. Already lost too
many football pitches with the moving of Denny high to new site
Good idea but I fear this would come at the cost of the lower football pitch.
Not too many for me.
Worried about it being abandoned like the Dunipace primary school ones. Would really have to be looked after. Also vandals
will get vanalised
Raised beds with flowers yes, community food sounds good but who would organise it. Plant the tree's and flowers and leave it at that
The idea is nice however the reality of community taking this over and maintaining it is unlikely!
May get damaged
I really like the idea of this but realistically in Denny I dont think this would work. From my experience with teens in Denny they would ruin this which would be a
shame.
I think it would be nice if community and local children and families etc had this. Would make people maybe have more respect for the park
Kids would destroy this. Cynical of me I know but I think the bigger picture needs looked at, not just what can be done to the park.
Good community activity
I think they are not enough people with this sort of interest.
Ideal in a Utopian society, but in reality they will be damaged and polluted by vandals. Pessimistic perhaps, but realistic.
Maintaining??
Good idea as long as it was maintained. Denny Primary School has a similar setup after a couple of years it now looks overgrown and abandoned. If that's the case
grass is better.
Whilst I do agree but in theory I feel it would be a target for young ones to go in and waste
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Will be vandalised
Raised beds are nice, and it could give many ages a chance to do some gardening.
Linking in with local schools and community groups and possibly starting Food Assembly and Community Cafe.
Good idea but not the best place to put them
Great to have a place where people can talk and share ideas - get more involved.
Not sure about the location, it could get vandalised
I'm not sure community growing is in the right place or the right size and so it's about working out whether there is demand. And it would need to be fenced off.
Wonderful
Caution over who would maintain these to stop them becoming overgrown. Involve CGI on this one?
While I like the idea, it would need to be overseen well to ensure the area is well maintained and that enthusiasm for the project doesn't wane.
Great idea
Agree but need to get buy in from local groups/school to ensure it is used.
Already growing beds on the opposite side of the river at the YMCA.
Would require dedicated volunteers to maintain.
Unfortunatly altjough a great idea. Would end up vandalised by inconsiderate people
I believe the Rangers offer woodland experiences for people with dementia up at Canada Wood. Something similar here would be great and raised beds could be
part of that or for other older members of the community. Useful to encourage participation by all age groups in the park.
Like idea of community hub but have reservations / disagree about raised beds for community growing. Other areas in Denny area already have or are planning
community growing linked to existing premises.
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NATURE WALK COMMENTS
More walks- great. May prevent woodland from becoming a haunt of underage drinkers.
The park at the moment is a bit full so there is lots of potential for improvement
Existing paths already exist there
Fantastic idea of outdoor gym both for use of kids and adults
But perhaps not timber? Sadly, vandalism is a very real possibility.
outdoor gym great idea
Unless unkept every 6-12 months, quickly become unsightly and unusabke
remove all the trees
Excellent idea - love it
One thing that Denny has is numerous great nature areas in which to walk and therefore this idea seems pointless. As for creating an outdoor gym i consider that this area would
not attract the people it would be intended for.
Attract wrong type it will end up being used for drinking like it has before .lovely idea but wouldn't work
The outdoor gyms are brilliant and provide great activities for kids and adults
Disagree- (when I try to click on one icon - more than one are highlighting) I'm not sure I understand the need for 'activity points'. We appear to have become a society who find
difficulty entertaining ourselves without 'tools'. How would the lighting affect the colonies of bats.
Leave the trees alone
Again vandalised within the week probably set on fire and will cost the council a fortune to maintain. Money that could be well spent
elsewhere!!
Sounds good.
Absolutely not. Bats live around this area and lighting should not be installed. Again, this park is a historic site. Let's appreciate it's historic natural beauty. It's been damaged
enough over the years.
Maybe replace the evergreens with species of higher biodiversity benefitd.?
Just love this idea...
More walks are always popular but education/signage for dog walkers needs to be addressed. The smell along some paths by the Carron is terrible. Fouling is a really big problem
and needs some serious attention whether it is catching culprits with wildlife cameras and/or applying fines and training....
There has been enough cutting of trees in the park without cutting swathes more. The areas around Denny and Dunipace and Dennyloanhead have lost many woodland areas
over the years. Trees are essential to noise reduction, reducing pollution etc therefore as many should be retained as possible.
More walkways are a great idea but feel cutting through the treeline and providing an area for loitering may cause issues. The addition of lighting would again encourage loitering
making the walks less usable.
Schools out on this one. Need more detail as to what this would mean in reality
Slide going down the hill would be fantastic
Another good idea.
Should be fine.
This would be a good idea as at the moment it is quite sterile just 2 football grounds and a few trees if you don't play football there is nothing for you this would increase who
could and would use the park
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Woodland walks yes, outdoor gym sounds nice although these things when made of wood are often left to rot and the vandalism rarely gets addressed.
Again destroying unnecessarily and the demand for such areas in denny? I would have said pretty low. This sounds like a very American idea
Any fitness equipment would be beneficial to the kids as they would be exercising while having fun. Hope in all the plans throughout the park, there is inclusion for disabled people
in wheelchairs and mobility scooters. Including wheelchair accessible swings and things. Equipment for Visually impaired people with markings for them to identify things in and
around the park.
Brilliant idea - like plean country park
If folks want to skip through the woods the already can and do. Its not that big of a space either if you keep cutting down the trees its not going to be much of a wooded area or
have the same amount of wildlife. Out of sight wooded areas now with lights will be the place for the "young neds" to drink their bottles of buckie etc, nobody else will go near it
after dark. Some of us like a bit of star gazing and astrophotography the top park is a better spot to see the sky away from street light and garden lights etc, leave the trees and
cut down on un-necessary light pollution.
Support outdoor activities help health and wellbeing of our community
There is an outside gym at Kings Park so this could be good.
This would be great for the kids to play in. Although, again, I worry about the older youths littering it with broken bottles etc.
This would be great for people who like to walk.
An assault course thru the area like herbertshire had would be good for kids.
Neutral
Yes lighting gives a wood magical atmosphere. I'm thinking fairies.
Outdoor gym sound fantastic know a lot of people that would use this save driving to kings park
Outdoor gym would be a fantastic idea, myself and friends go to Stirling at the moment, would know loads of people that would use it.
An outdoor gym would be good.
Woodland is not important. People are more important and there should be more space for them.
Agree to outdoor gym, no to cutting down of existing woodland
Definitely more seating areas required throughout park area, but not wooden.
I'd like to see swings in the trees. Making dens out of trees and leaving the logs for wildlife would be good.
Yes, although please keep woodland, especially on the edge of the houses because it's a really good buffer and looks good.
Excellent idea. Improves utility of park. Include swings suitable for babies/toddlers.
As long as there is not excessive thinning
Again, need more exciting plans. Use of technology to light up areas when people move through. Wifi access. Sound? At night?
Source solar lights from local manufacturers.
Would be very good to encourage walking and cycling through the park.
Lighting in ground - foot level so as not to interfere with dark sky and bats. Maybe wooden sculptures.
Paths are a good idea but lighting would encourage anti social behaviour (places for youths to drink etc)
Really like the idea of activity points around the park. Propsed pump track area could have an activity area but not full pump track as suggested at 1. Possible Hill slides. Solar
lighting is good idea however would not wish too much lighting across the park.
I believe this to be the best proposal as it would benefit ALL.
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Open-Ended Response
The whole scheme appears to be well planned and thought through for maximum community benefit.
Any thoughts given to CCTV? Some of the areas are quite secluded. The investment in the community is outstanding but we need to think about safety and security. Excellent work!
This park should be used more for the community especially children and not just for football which it predominantly is.
I think the plans are brilliant and well thought out
Poor to consider removing the football pitch without discussing it with 250 playing members, 70 volunteers and 7 committee of local community club
New play park is really needed as the one now is old and a lot of the stuff is broken
Great work well done everybody.
Would love to be young again to enjoy all of them but still able to use a lot. Well done!!
As Dunpace Juniors is an active member of the local community it should have a strong voice in any decision taken to remove another playing field from the local area. Very disappointed.
Sounds great, will look forward to using it.
The park is well used by the local community and Denny is in great need of an area that would give some pride back to the local area.
My only objection, before I saw the plans, no more trees. Having seen the plans I agree with the plans and think it would be a big improvement.
Please try to keep as many trees as possible as this is a lovely park, it just need to be properly maintained. I am concerned about too many glass recycling points near children's parks unless
these are in completely sealed units.
Outdoor gym is my favourite idea, it would appeal to people of different ages.
Quality skatepark..?
Clear/define a few paths on a good hill for sledging?
The play park could greatly benefit from some updating/modernization
Re vamp park and old bmx track and use old Denny high school to help the people of dunipace instead of cramming everything into a area that is in my opinon too small
What a waste of money the proposals would be used by a minority of the locals.
The bottom park would have been great if only the last people had made a better job of the drainage
At times of the year, this park has to be able to cater for a huge number of people but it is also used by many people during the rest of the year. Any developments have to be for the benefit of
these people first and foremost while keeping our rich history alive. The proposed track would be better next to the playpark.
No
I think it is fair to assume that while i agree with some of the suggestions the whole plan needs to be re-thought and Falkirk Council need to concentrate on completing other projects in Denny
before going off on another ill thought out plan.
When I look at the above image, I find it really difficult to relate it to the historic hill and park that it is known for in the town. History is important, and historic sites should be carried with us in
the present, from the past and onto the future. Gradually, and constantly making small changes to these places of importance, slowly renders them invisible - and eventually out of mind (and
history). While I am all supporting of taking care of the environment and the spaces in which we live - I would like to see a push for appreciating the simplistic, natural beauty of our historic
sites. Landscaping everything to the point that it is unrecognisable is not the way forward. However, I do appreciate what is being tried here and some of the proposals could possibly work. I
would be delighted to see some of the overgrown areas tidied up and the removal of the football fencing and lower pitch. That area has unfortunately been ruined - albeit in the name of good
intention.
Improve the drainage for the bottom park and definitely leave dunipace with 2 parks!
The park has great potential but don't underestimate the value an usage of both football pitches. The revival of the bmx track would be great.
Where does the money come from for these projects when the problems with barnego road cannot be addressed, also the play park facilities need address and also if this goes ahead why
cannot denny not be responsible for the fishing on the Carron why does Larbert angling club issue the permits for denny town water
where is the funding for this coming from and who would be responsible for upkeep?
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The proposal removes the second football pitch located at the bottom park, this is currently used by Dunipace Juniors Youth section. These proposals will prevent local children playing football
within the community. There is already a shortage of football pitches within Denny and this proposal will only make this issue worse. These proposals should be amended to retain both pitches
and provide changing facilities to allow children to continue play football.
My son currently plays football with Dunipace Juniors in the bottom pitch and I would be disappointed if this local team were forced to go elsewhere to train. I am unsure where else in Denny
and Dunipace would accommodate so many football age groups. I would be very grateful if you could consider this in your proposal.
The football pitch is a massive success, I think building on top of this to maximise the rest of the park is a brilliant idea. Please don't remove the pitches
Would be good to see park developed and become fully enclosed for safety. New facilities could include a cycle park.
As a parent who has a son, who as far as I can see only leaves his xbox/playstation to play football with hundreds of other boys from age 4-19 why would anyone think of scrapping a football
park. UTTERLY LUDICROUS!!!!!!
The introduction stated that the community was being consulted; what consultation has there been with the current and only paying users of this park? ie Dunipace Juniors They represent
many families of local kids, and are therefore a large part of the community. Respect....show it!
Denny needs more football parks. Please concentrate on the maintenance of the ones we have rather than trying to take another one off the community. Set up a sports hub. Tennis courts,
crazy golf, driving range, trampolines, bouncy castles, play parks, etc
I think an outdoor gym would be very good for the community like the one at kings park Stirling also a skate park.
Overall, it will be good to have improvements made to the park which focuses on bringing the whole community together.
All of the above would be an amazing plus
Repair damage from previous upgrades. Remove fencing and resurface to previous level. Keep top park for football with spectator seat if necessary. Create access to river for wheelchair users.
Respect the history of the area and protect its natural beauty. Nature doesn't need bells and whistles in order to provide pleasure.
Any developments while be 100% welcome
Is there no intention to improve the play area?
Please ensure football club do not loose any of their pitches
Please reconsider the proposal regarding the football pitch as this will have a huge impact on our club and the part we play within the community.
Extra facilities may be good but the comments I left speak for themselves.
I thought there was budget restraints on every council at the moment, can the council tell us where the money to fund this project is being taken from?
Everything about the proposal is great except losing the bottom park is not an option. Having the 2 parks is integral to the community and the football club who use them.
I am very pleased to see there is a plan, and a good one at that, for the park areas. Is the reinstatement of the weir going to be converse to the recently added fish ladder, or am I barking up the
wrong tree (or am I in completely the wrong forest)?
Improve the football pitches that are there, and work the rest around them. Fruit bearing trees...really?
Please do not take away the football pitches. They are used by many local children
Taking away part of a football pitch for raised beds / allotments I believe is a disgrace. There is nothing in denny for kids to do and the ones that play football, for fun or train and play there every
week are going to be penalised for flowers. There is a local football team that plays and trains there every week and pay fees for the ground and not once was anyone notified about the plans. In
this day and age it's about keeping kids active and out of trouble and taking a bit of a pitch away is ruining that for some kids
Yes where are the juniors suppose to play on Saturdays they are already struggling for a pitch to train and play on leave it as it is these. Children have been playing there for eight years does
Denny not want children to have a team from Denny !!!!!!
Keep the football parks, Improve the surrounding facilities. Possible putting a 4g surface on the bottom park
The bottom pitch is used by hundreds of young kids and teenagers, I would hate to see this go as there would be no where else for them to train and play! Definitely need to keep this for our
children to play football safe and local.
Must maintain two football pitches
I am not sure why you would want to get rid of a heavily used football pitch in favour of something which will not be used.
Given the fact that Dunipace Juniours pay to have the park facilities it's disgraceful that they have not been consulted on any proposed changes.

Leave both football pitches
I think taken away this area that a lot of boys and girls use for outdoor activitys is unacceptable.. you see a green area and just think need to build on that or change that...make the area nicer
not change it.
Really disappointed to have discussed with one of the architect some ideas prior to the masterplan proposal being published and never once did she indicate reducing the number of football
pitches was on the agenda. Poor.
To loose one of the most used football pitches so you can have an allotment it crazy. The children are the duture and they need places to play football. Not a potting shed and a few raised
flowerbeds
I'm possibly biased but just love the open spaces for the hundreds that walk our dogs. Be nice to have a visual plan to gauge opinions.
With the exception of the top football pitch, all ideas are well thought out.
I think it's a fantastic idea maybe have boards that can be changed for relevant season
More street lighting to be placed throughout the park so people can feel safe whilst walking through the park at night
More lighting around the 'bottom park' (the fenced football pitch' is definitely required for dog walkers, runners and kids.
Access for horse riders and plenty bins for dog waste.
spending money the area, will attract vandals and louts
This would be a good idea as at the moment it is quite sterile just 2 football grounds and a few trees who could use the park the park should be somewhere you can go for a walk have a seat or
children to play this park at the moment is just for the football clubs when we first moved to Denny 8 years ago I remember someone talked about the park and took me a bit to realise the meat
here I really did think this was just the local football ground
A decent play park for the kids young and old would be good. nature walks and signage for the types of wildlife and plantlife would be nice. outdoor gym and football area's sound great on
paper, they'll be the first thing to be ignored when the numbers don't add up and something has to be cut.
Please make it disabled friendly not like the town centre which is not disabled friendly.
What about extending kids play park? It is very well used. A larger park would be great
opening up the river side and bringing the bmx track back to life are the best ideas proposed
Exciting plans, to benefit all in community, make maximum use of our local park. Make it safe for all to use.
Please update the kids play park and have a section for smaller kids
Upgrade to play park needed
As already pointed out in my additional comments, there are other issues that need looked at and dealt with if the park has to be improved. Some lovely ideas however until dogs mess, broken
bottles etc are addressed I think improvements to the park wouldn't work the way the majority of the community wants them to.
Don't agree with the removal of the football park at the bottom! The council has moved enough playing fields from the town on the past! I know it has its drainage problems but this could be
addressed with a new all weather pitch.
I think some things you are suggesting might work. Time will tell.
We need up to date modern leisure facilities especially for kids. Skate park, football pitch all a necessity for this ever growing community
Would be great if something could be done to the actual park!! It's a good wee park but needs a little updated and the zip line fixed unfortunately no matter what happens there is the chance
the teenagers that hang around the park will ruin most of the plans here!.
Picnic area would be nice.
Enclosed dog area would be good. More easy access for disabled or impaired mobility visitors to get to dog areas. Keep kids and dogs areas separate.
Lighting around the pathways
There should be more lights in the park.
Preservation of the King's Tree as part of this. Inclusion of space for community cafe e.g. sell grown fruit and veg. Maybe short hours over summer months. Upgrade of playpark looking at safety
to Barnego Road.
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There is insufficient parking as it stands. Even moving the changing room would only allow perhaps 3 more spaces. To reduce it further would lead to parking on the main road which would not
be acceptable. Check our rate of vandalism with Police Scotland. Wooden structures would be likely targets for fire setting.
Golf course - £2 to go around - Crazy golf
Facilities - anything that gives people a hobby or something to do is good.
Path from my house (close to playpark) to park is too steep for husbands scooter to go up, he hasn't been in the park for years for this reason.
Everything sounds great. Only issue would be to not get rid of the football facilities.
Main park paths should be as smooth as possible such as the Round Helix in Falkirk to maximise use by a wide variety of users.
Wonderful project
I'd like to see more benches - for older folk like me walking their grandchildren, there's not really anywhere to sit. I'm happy with the current tree structure
The idea for a cafe: good one. At Dollar Park in Falkirk, the Falkirk Community Trust staff have a small cafe for the summer months - this is a good model to follow.
Possible flooding issues raised - especially if seating along the area is considered. How quick will we act to clear any issues.
Well done to those behind the project. Most of the ideas are great. As mentioned, my main concern would be excessive tree thinning.
Great ideas and fantastic to see suggestions, would like to see more involving technology (wifi) and innovation as well as natural materials. Would like some ideas for generating economic
development/small enterprises (food/leisure etc).
Something for teenagers to do in the park would be good, like a robust hang out zone, so they don't need to just use the kids park. The hang out zone could be located in a discreet area so as
not to bother local residents but it could be visible enough to be secure for teenagers. It would also be good to consider the option of a coffee hut or similar in the car park which could
generate some economic development.
Slides in the small park are into the hill Possible multisurface/use area in lower park for volleyball/tennis/basketball etc. Toilet use for public - disabled key entry for out of hours use. Possible
community owned kiosk/cafe/equipment hire.
If the park is maintained and patrolled I agree with everything. More bins also need to be put in as the current state of the park with rubbish and dog poo is shocking
Would be great to see new things and improvement to the local area
What has happened to the bottom football pitch? This is used by my sons football team for training and a number of other age groups from the same team? What will happen to their training if
this proposal is implemented?
Its great that the park is being noticed. Yes improvements are needed, but they need to sympathetic to the surrounding areas. I live next to the top football park. I dread to think what the place
would be like with seating around it. At weekends it woukd be a hub for youths to gather and drink, especially if there was lighting. We already suffer from the football pitch. Litter left by
spectators. Foul language. The residents only road being churned up by people using it to park on.
How much of an impact would these proposed works have on people living around the park
I think this plan is really good and should encourage use of the park and enhance appearance, accessibility and community participation,
Disabled car parking off Chestnut Crescent entrance to top park. Pop up kiosk(s) for light refreshments, ice creams, crazy golf, tyre slides if areas could be created. Footbridge / viewing area
across the river. Potential for river/gorge walks, water sports linked to YMCA building as possible outdoor education venue or Changing rooms/toilets to have room available for outdoor
education, meetings, cover if really wet. Identify possible small scale enterprise opportunities eg kiosks, leisure activities.
The children's play park is also needing updated.
more bins especaiiy on top park
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